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Glossary
Accounts
Receivable

The balance of the sale consideration payable to the Company, on time-based
and performance-based milestones being achieved

Act

Corporations Act 2001 (Cth)

Administrators

Joseph Hayes and Andrew McCabe of Wexted Advisors

AEDST

Australian Eastern Daylight Saving Time

AllPAAP

All present and after-acquired property, a term associated with security
interests under the PPSA

ARITA

Australian Restructuring Insolvency Turnaround Association

ASA

Asset Sale Agreement dated 7 September 2018 between the Company and
the Purchaser

ASIC

Australian Securities and Investment Commission

ATO

Australian Taxation Office

Biogreen GSA

General Security Interest Agreement between the Company (as grantor) and
Richard Butler (as secured party) dated 20 March 2017

Biogreen Mortgage

Mortgage AM503677 between the Company (as mortgagor) and Richard
Butler (as mortgagee) in respect of the Land

CA

Confidentiality Agreements

Code

ARITA Code of Professional Practice

COD

Cash on delivery

COI

Committee of Inspection

COGS

Cost of goods sold

Company

Biogreen Energy Pty Limited (Administrators Appointed)

D&O Policy

Directors and Officers Insurance Policy

Deed or DOCA or
Proposed DOCA

Deed of Company Arrangement proposed by the Purchaser

DET

Department of Employment and Training

Director

Mr Richard Butler

DIRRI

Declaration of Independence, Relevant Relationships and Indemnities,
pursuant to s436DA of the Act and Code

EBITDA

Earnings before interest, tax, depreciation and amortisation
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FEG

Fair Entitlements Guarantee, a scheme administered by the DET to aid
employees owed outstanding employee entitlements following the insolvency
of an employer

First Meeting

The first meeting of creditors of the Company was held on 16 October 2018
pursuant to s.436E of the Act

FYXX

Financial year ending 30 June 20XX

FYYTD19

Current financial year

Hunter GSA

General Security Deed dated 7 September 2018 between the Purchaser (as
grantor) and Richard Butler (as secured party)

Hunter Mortgage

Mortgage dated 7 September 2018 between the Purchaser (as mortgagee)
and Richard Butler (as mortgagee) in respect of the Land

IPR

Insolvency Practice Rules (Corporations)

K

Thousand

KWM

King & Wood Mallesons, the Administrators’ solicitor

Land

The NSW land described as Lot 450 in Deposited Plan 1119428

Loan Agreement

Loan Agreement dated 20 March 2017 between Richard Butler (as lender) and
the Company (as borrower)

Liquidity ratio

Current assets divided by current liabilities

M

Million

MW

Megawatt, a unit of measurement for power output

NES

National Employment Standards

pa

Per annum

PMSI

Personal Money Security Interest as defined in the PPSA

PPSA

Personal Property Security Act 2009 (Cth)

PPSR

Personal Property Security register – a register set up under the PPSA for the
registration of security interests

Purchaser

Hunter Energy Pty Limited (ACN 624 824 791), being the purchaser of the
Sold Assets under the ASA

Property

Lot 450 in Deposited Plan 1119428,
112 Long Point Road, Warkworth NSW 2330

RATA

Report as to Affairs

REL

Redbank Energy Limited, the sole shareholder of the Company
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Report

This report, prepared pursuant to IPR 75-225 of the Act about the business,
property, affairs and financial circumstances of the Company

RPS

Redbank Power Station, a 151MW base-load power station located in the
Hunter Valley, NSW.

Sale Asset, or Sold
Assets

Assets sold by the Company to the Purchaser under the ASA, including Land,
the RPS, related documents, intellectual property, guard dogs and rights to
various assets located on the Company’s Land

Sale Period

November 2016 to September 2018

section or “s”

Section of the Act, or section of the Report

Second Meeting of
Creditors

Meeting held pursuant to s439A of the Act where creditors determine the
future of the Company, convened for 8 November 2018

The Period

The Administration period to the Second Meeting, being 4 October 2018 to
8 November 2018

Working capital

Current assets less current liabilities

WXA

Wexted Advisors

YTD

Year to date, a period starting from the beginning of the current financial year
and continuing up to a defined date, being 1 July 2018 to 4 October 2018

$

Australian Dollar
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Disclaimer
In reviewing this Report, creditors should note:
This Report is based upon our preliminary investigations to date. Any additional material issues that are
identified subsequent to issuing this Report may be the subject of a further written report and / or tabled at
the Second Meeting of Creditors.
The contents of this Report are based on information obtained from the Company's books and records,
financial systems, representations from the Director, and our own enquiries and investigations.
The statements and opinions given in this Report are given in good faith and in the belief that such statements
and opinions are not false or misleading. Except where otherwise stated, we reserve the right to alter any
conclusions reached on the basis of any amended or additional information which may be provided to me
between the date of this Report and the date of the Second Meeting of Creditors.
In considering the options available to creditors and formulating our recommendation, we have necessarily
made forecasts of asset realisations and total creditor claims. These forecasts and estimates may change
as asset realisations progress and claims are received from creditors. While the forecasts and estimates
are based on our best assessment in the circumstances, creditors should note that the eventual outcome for
creditors may differ from that estimated in this Report.
We qualify any statement or reference in the Report, regarding creditors receiving 100 cents in the dollar,
and surplus funds being available for distribution to the Company’s shareholder REL, on the following
conditions:


The Purchaser recommissions the RPS;



Under the terms of the ASA, all time and performance-based milestones will be achieved;



On achievement of these milestones the Purchaser will pay the Accounts Receivable to the
Company in accordance with the terms of the ASA;



Creditor claims will not materially vary from amount in the RATA; and



External Administrators’ remuneration and disbursements will not materially vary from the estimates
in the Remuneration Report.

Neither Joseph Hayes, Andrew McCabe, Wexted Advisors nor any member or employee of the firm is
responsible in any way whatsoever to any person in respect of any errors in this Report arising from incorrect
information provided to us.
The Administrators do not assume or accept any responsibility for any liability or loss sustained by any
creditor or any other party as a result of the circulation, publication, reproduction or any use of the information
presented in this Report.
This Report is not for general circulation, publication, reproduction or any use other than to assist creditors
in evaluating their position as creditors of the Company and must not be disclosed without the prior approval
of the Administrators.
Creditors should consider seeking their own independent legal advice as to their rights and the options
available to them at the Second Meeting of Creditors.
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Executive Summary
Appointment background
Joseph Hayes and Andrew McCabe of Wexted Advisors were appointed Joint and Several Administrators of
the Company on 4 October 2018 by the Director pursuant to Section 436A of the Act.
Our appointment as Administrators was ratified by creditors at the First Meeting held on 16 October 2018.
A Committee of Inspection was formed for the Company at the First Meeting.

Conduct of voluntary administration
As the Company was not trading and sold the primary asset, the RPS, prior to our appointment, we took
immediate steps to control the Company's remaining assets, primarily cash at bank and the Accounts
Receivable.

Deed of Company Arrangement
A DOCA proposal has been received from Hunter Energy Pty Limited. The intent of the proposed DOCA is
to provide greater certainty in the timing and amount of the accounts receivable.
For a DOCA to come into effect, the majority of creditors in value, and in number, present at the Second
Meeting of Creditors will need to pass a resolution voting in favour of the DOCA at the meeting.
The key elements of the DOCA are:


The advancement of $125K earlier than the terms of the ASA, relating to the first time-based
payment, payable in two instalments being:
$65K prior to the Second Meeting (refundable if DOCA Proposal not accepted); and
$60K upon execution of the DOCA;



The advancement of the remaining three time-based payments of $500K each, brought forward by
six months from the respective dates in the ASA terms;



The performance-based payments to be made under the same terms of the ASA. We note, should
performance-based milestones be achieved; and
Subject to the repayment of creditors in full, any surplus will be returned to REL.

Based on our analysis it is estimated that the proposed DOCA will provide a greater return to creditors than
would be achieved in a liquidation. The key elements of the Proposed DOCA are set out in Section 10.

Estimated return to creditors
A detailed comparison of returns to creditors under the DOCA versus a liquidation are set out in Section 11
of this Report. A summary is provided below.
DOCA

Liquidation – High

Liquidation – Low

(cents in the dollar)

(cents in the dollar)

(cents in the dollar)

Secured creditors

100 cents

100 cents

0 cents

Priority creditors

100 cents

100 cents

0 cents

Unsecured creditors

100 cents

100 cents

0 cents

Possible return

Possible return

No return

Creditor Class

Shareholder (REL)

We note that in the event the Proposed DOCA is not effectuated, the Company may be wound up. If the
Company is wound up, it would be subject to the estimated returns of the Liquidation – high and low
scenarios.
The Proposed DOCA accelerates the payment instalments of the time-based milestones, in the sum of
$1.6M.
Subject to the performance-based milestones being achieved, creditors may receive a dividend within two
to four years. Creditors should note that under a liquidation scenario, while also subject to the same
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performance-based milestones, any litigation, public examinations, creditor disputes and liquidation costs
may delay or dilute the payment of a dividend to creditors.

Administrator's opinion and statement
In accordance with section 75-225(3) of the IPR, we provide the following statement.
It is our opinion that:


It is in creditors' interests to approve the proposed DOCA as this will result in providing a greater
return to creditors, possibly in a shorter timeframe, than would be achieved if the Company is wound
up;



It is not in creditors' interests for the administration to end, and the Company be returned to the
director;



It is not in creditors’ interests for the Company to be wound up;



The reasons for our opinions are detailed in section 12 of the Report; and



We have not identified any transactions that appear to be voidable transactions in respect of which
money, property or other benefits may be recoverable by a liquidator under Part 5.7B of the Act. Our
investigations are detailed in section 9 of the Report.

Reasons for the Company's difficulties
Our preliminary investigations indicate the RPS was decommissioned prior to being purchased by the
Company around September 2015. The Company required funding to secure, preserve and maintain the
RPS, while undertaking a sale process.
On review of the Company’s books and records, the Company was primarily funded by the sole director,
Mr Richard Butler. Following the completion of the sale on 7 September 2018, we understand that on or
around 4 October 2018, Mr Butler made the decision to cease funding the Company and appointed
Joseph Hayes and Andrew McCabe of Wexted Advisors as Voluntary Administrators.
These matters are discussed in further detail in Sections 8.3 and 8.4 of the Report.

Second meeting of creditors
Pursuant to section 439A of the Act, the Second Meeting for the Company will be held on Thursday,
8 November 2018 at 9:30am at the following address:
King & Wood Mallesons
Level 61, Governor Phillip Tower, 1 Farrer Place
Sydney NSW 2000
Telephone conference facilities will be available at the meeting. The telephone number to call is
1800 062 923. Please note that pursuant to IPR section 75-35 if you wish to participate in the meeting using
such facilities you must provide notice not later than 4.00pm on Tuesday, 6 November 2018.
To register attendance and be entitled to vote at the Second Meeting, creditors must complete and submit
the following forms attached at Appendix A:


Form 532 - Appointment of Proxy; and



Form 535 - Proof of Debt Form.

Forms must be submitted by no later than 4.00pm AEDST Tuesday, 6 November 2018 to this office or by
email to insolvency@wexted.com. Please note those creditors who have already lodged a proof of debt are
not required to submit a further proof, unless you have amended your claim, in which case please resubmit
your claim.
A listing of known creditors and summary of claims submitted are attached at Appendix B. We advise that
creditor claims will be admitted for voting purposes at the same value as the First Meeting, unless any
additional supporting documentation has been provided for consideration and confirmed as admitted by the
Administrators. Any new claims received will be reviewed and considered based on the Company books
and records, and other information in our possession.
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Introduction
Purpose of appointment and report
The purpose of the appointment of the Administrator is to allow for independent insolvency practitioners
to take control of and investigate the affairs of a company. Creditors' claims are put on hold as at the
date of the Administrator's appointment and remain so for the duration of the voluntary administration.
Administrators are empowered by the Act to assume control of an insolvent company, superseding the
powers of the directors and officers, and deal with the company's assets in the interests of creditors.
The intention of a voluntary administration is to maximise the prospects of a company, or as much as
possible of its business, continuing in existence (via a DOCA or sale of the Company's business) or, if
that is not possible, then to achieve a better return to creditors than what would have been achieved by
its immediate liquidation.
Administrators are required to provide creditors with sufficient information and recommendations to
assist them in making an informed decision on a company's future.
The purpose of this report is to provide creditors with information regarding the Company's business,
property, affairs and financial circumstances (including our recommendations) to assist creditors to
make an informed decision on the Company's future. This Report provides information on the following:


Background information about the Company;



The results of our investigations into the affairs of the Company;



The estimated returns to creditors of the Company;



Details of the proposed DOCA; and



The options available to creditors and our opinion on each of these options.

First meeting of creditors
Following our appointment as Administrators of the Company on 4 October 2018, a meeting of creditors
was held on 16 October 2018 in accordance with section 436E of the Act. At this meeting, our
appointment as Administrators was confirmed.
The creditors resolved to appoint a COI for the Company.
A copy of the minutes of the First Meeting were lodged with ASIC on 24 October 2018.

Second meeting of creditors
We advise that pursuant to section 439A of the Act the Second Meeting is to be held on Thursday,
8 November 2018 at 9:30am (AEST) at the offices of KWM. The notice of the Second Meeting is
attached to the Report as Appendix C.
At this meeting, creditors will be asked to make a decision regarding the Company's future by passing
a resolution in respect of the options available to them as follows:


The Company execute a DOCA;



The voluntary administration end; or



The Company is wound up.

We have recommended in this Report that the Company execute a DOCA as we estimate that this will
provide the best return to creditors. Our reason as to why this is the best option for creditors is detailed
in Section 12 of this Report.
Additionally, at the Second Meeting creditors will be asked to approve our remuneration as
Administrators, Deed Administrators and Liquidators, if appointed. Further information on our
remuneration is provided in Section 13 and at Appendix D.
Creditors who wish to attend and vote at the Second Meeting of Creditors are required to complete and
return a Formal Proof of Debt Form at Appendix A. Individuals attending the meeting on behalf of a
corporate creditor will also need to complete and return an Instrument of Proxy attached at Appendix A.
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Those creditors who have already lodged a proof of debt are not required to submit a further proof,
unless you have amended your claim, in which case please resubmit your claim and withdraw your
original proof.
Completed forms must
6 November 2018.

be

returned

to

this

office

by

4:00pm

(AEDST)

on

Tuesday,

The relevant return address is detailed below:
Email: insolvency@wexted.com
Or
Mail: Biogreen Energy Pty Limited (Administrators Appointed)
C/- Wexted Advisors
Level 12, 28 O’Connell Street
Sydney NSW 2000

Declaration of Independence, Relevant Relationships and Indemnities
In accordance with section 436DA of the Act, a DIRRI was provided with the First Report to Creditors and
was also tabled at the First Meeting. The DIRRI disclosed information regarding the Administrator's
independence, prior personal or professional relationships with the Company and any indemnities received
in relation to the appointment.
We undertake ongoing assessments as to whether any potential conflict of interest issues develop during
the course of the voluntary administration.
There have been no material changes to our independence that require further disclosure.

Committee of Inspection
At the First Meeting creditors passed a resolution to form a COI, and the following committee members
were appointed:


Simon Maher – representing himself and Phelbe Pty Limited;



Richard Butler – representing himself and various creditors;



Nicola Nygh – representing Resolve Litigation Lawyers; and



Senray Loy – representing Beatty Legal.

To date there have been no COI meetings convened.

Further information
To assist creditors, employees, and shareholders to understand the voluntary administration process, ASIC
has released a package of insolvency information sheets endorsed by ARITA.
Enclosed at Appendix E is ASIC's publication Insolvency information for directors, employees, creditors and
shareholders, which provides an index of all the information sheets that are available. Creditors can
download these information sheets from: www.asic.gov.au or www.arita.com.au.
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Company Background
Company overview
REL owned the RPS which was commissioned in April 2001. The RPS is a coal powered 151MW power
station located on approximately 285,000 square metres in the Hunter Valley, NSW.
We understand that following the Receivership of REL, and related entities in October 2013, the RPS was
closed. In October 2014 the RPS was decommissioned.
The Company was incorporated on 4 September 2015, with the special purpose of purchasing the RPS in
September 2015. The RPS has not been operational since the Company acquired the RPS.
Mr Butler, and other parties, funded the Company with the intention to sell the RPS and other assets in the
short to medium term. Following a lengthy sale process, the RPS was sold to the Purchaser on 7 September
2018. Further information on the sale process is detailed in section 8.6 of the Report.

Statutory information
An ASIC search reveals the following details on the Company, its director and shareholder:
Item

Details

Company details
Date of incorporation
Registered office
Principal place of business

4 September 2015
Westfield Tower 1, Suite 2105, Level 21, 520 Oxford Street, Bondi Junction NSW 2022
Westfield Tower 1, Suite 2105, Level 21, 520 Oxford Street, Bondi Junction NSW 2022

Director details
Richard Liam Butler

Appointment from / to
4 September 2015 to current

Secretary details
Richard Liam Butler

Appointment from / to
4 September 2015 to current

Shareholders
Redbank Energy Limited

Shareholding details
One fully paid ordinary share (total amount paid $1)

Source: ASIC Company search.

We are not aware of any inaccuracy in the ASIC records.

Security interests
A 'secured creditor' is a creditor that holds a security interest over some or all of a company's assets. To be
valid, the security interest must generally be registered on the Personal Property Securities Register (PPSR)
or, in the case of land and buildings, at the relevant Land Titles Office. Security interests can be over:


Circulating assets (formerly known as 'floating' assets) e.g. debtors, stock and cash; and



Non-circulating assets (formerly known as 'fixed' assets) e.g. property, plant and equipment, land,
goodwill and rights to dividends.

A search of the PPSR revealed the following security interests registered over the Company's assets as at
the date of our appointment:
Collateral

Secured Party

AllPAAP
Other Goods
Total creditor claims

Richard Liam Butler
BOC Limited

Value of claim
$
813,178.45
813,178.45

Source: PPSR Company search extracted on 5 Octob er 2018.

With respect to the table above, we note that:


We have reviewed the Loan Agreement and General Security Interest Agreement between Mr Butler
and the Company dated 20 March 2017 (Biogreen GSA). The Biogreen GSA is expressed to grant
Mr Butler (a) a charge over all of Biogreen’s present and future real and personal property and
Retention of Title Property and (b) a security interest in all Biogreen’s present and after acquired
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property within the meaning of s.20(1)(b)(ii) of the PPSA, as security for the due and punctual
payment of all debts and monetary liabilities of Biogreen to Mr Butler under or in relation to any
agreement entered between the Company and Mr Butler, or by Mr Butler at the request of the
Company. Mr Butler’s security interest was registered on 3 April 2017, PPSR Registration Number
201704030077522. As the registration was within 20 business days of the security interest being
created, the security interest did not vest under section 588FL of the Act.
Mr Butler has requested, and we have provided a section 440B consent under the Act; and


Following our appointment and request for details, BOC Limited has confirmed they have no claim
against the Company. On 9 October 2018, BOC Limited discharged their security interest
registration, PPSR registration number 201511240021506. A PPSR search dated 29 October 2018
confirmed the same.

A search of the Land Titles Office for property belonging to the Company revealed that the Company is the
registered proprietor of the Land, and that the following interests are registered against the Land:


Mortgage in favour of Mr Butler (AM503677) (Biogreen Mortgage) and Caveat by Mr Butler
(AN736297); and



Caveat by Hunter Energy Pty Limited (AN708795).

In respect of these search results, we note as follows:


Under the ASA, the Company transferred title to the Land (and other assets) to the Purchaser. We
have seen a copy of the Transfer of Land provided at settlement, but note that the Purchaser is yet to
register that Transfer;



In connection with the ASA and under the Debt Assumption Deed (referred to below), Mr Butler
agreed to provide the following releases, so as to permit the transfer of unencumbered property
under the ASA from the Company to the Purchaser:
a release and discharge of the Biogreen Mortgage; and
a partial release from the Biogreen GSA that release the assets sold to the Purchaser under the
ASA.



Such releases and discharges were provided by way of:
a Deed Poll of Release dated 7 September 2018 provided by Mr Butler in favour of the Company
and the Purchaser; and
a Discharge of Mortgage dated 7 September 2018 provided by Mr Butler in respect of the
Biogreen Mortgage.



The Discharge of Mortgage is yet to be registered at the Land Titles Office and as such, the Biogreen
Mortgage remains on title.



the Purchaser registered a caveat against the Land on 7 September 2018, to protect its “equitable
interest in the land under the Asset Sale Agreement dated 7 September 2018”.



Mr Butler registered a caveat against the Land on 7 September 2018, to protect an interest described
as follows: “Mr Butler has an equitable mortgage over the Land granted by Hunter Energy Pty Ltd
which will be registered pending registration of the transfer of the Land from Biogreen Energy Pty Ltd
to Hunter Energy Pty Ltd”. The basis for this interest appears to be the Hunter GSA and Hunter
Mortgage referred to below.

Should creditors dispute the above security interests, we seek supporting documentation from creditors to
assist the Administrators’ investigations. We request any information be provided before 5pm Monday,
5 November 2018 to allow the Administrator adequate time to review any documents provided in advance of
the creditors’ meeting to be held on 8 November 2018.

Chronology of events
From the Company’s books and records, we provide a summary of the chronology of events to assist
creditors’ understand the events leading up to our appointment as Administrators on 4 October 2018:
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REL, as a related party, owned the Property and the RPS, which was commissioned in April 2001.



Related entities of REL entered Receivership in October 2013, resulting in the closure of the RPS.



In October 2014, the RPS was decommissioned.



The Receivers undertook a sale process to sell the RPS, the Property and other assets.



On 4 September 2015, the Company was incorporated as a 100% owned subsidiary of REL, with the
special purpose of owning the RPS and the Property, and assuming any liabilities. The Company
was not part of any external administration.



From around October 2014 to the date of our appointment, the RPS has not operated. Without any
operational revenue the Company relied on third party funding to continue to secure, preserve and
maintain any value in the RPS. We understand that funding was sourced from Mr Butler, REL and
Mr Simon Maher. In the months prior to our appointment, the Company’s records indicate that
Mr Butler was the sole source of funding to the Company.



In November 2016 the Director sought expressions of interest for the sale of the RPS. The sale
process was conducted between November 2016 and September 2018 (the Sale Period).



During the sale process, non-binding indicative offers were received ranging from $3.0M to $12.0M.
On review of the creditor claims received to date, any offer at or around the mid-point of the high to
low range of sales offers received, being $7.5M, would be sufficient to pay creditor claims in full and
return a surplus to the Company’s shareholder, REL.



On 18 December 2017, the Company entered into an Option Agreement with a third party to
purchase the RPS and other assets.



On 7 September 2018, the Company entered into an Option Agreement Nomination with Albertson
and the Purchaser. Albertson nominated the Purchaser to exercise the option on the terms and
conditions set out in the ASA.



On 7 September 2018, an ASA was executed, and the initial consideration was paid by way of the
Purchaser assuming certain of Biogreen’s liabilities to Mr Butler under a Debt Assumption Deed
dated 7 September 2018:
This assumed liability was documented by way of a new Loan Agreement dated 7 September
2018 between the Purchaser (as borrower) and Mr Butler (as lender);
The liability was secured by (a) a general security deed granted by the Purchaser in favour of Mr
Butler over the assets acquired by the Purchaser under the ASA (Hunter GSA) and (b) a specific
mortgage over the Land granted by the Purchaser in favour of Mr Butler (Hunter Mortgage);
The remaining ASA consideration installments (the Accounts Receivable), is subject to time
based and performance-based milestones payable in the future.
Assuming those time and performance-based milestones are met, the Accounts Receivable is
expected to be sufficient to pay creditors’ debts in full and provide surplus funds to REL. Further
information on the ASA is discussed in section 8.6.6 of the Report.



Between 11 September 2018 and 4 October 2018, Mr Butler advanced further loans to the Company
in the sum of $328.3K. During this period there were no other cash advances to the Company from
any other party.



Following completion of the ASA, on or around 4 October 2018, Mr Butler formed the view to cease
funding the Company as the Accounts Receivable were expected to pay all creditor claims in full.



On 4 October 2018, Mr Butler resolved to appoint Joseph Hayes and Andrew McCabe of
Wexted Advisors as Administrators of the Company to oversee the collection of the Accounts
Receivable, the adjudication of creditor claims, the distribution of funds to creditors, and the return of
any surplus funds to REL.

Winding up applications
There were no winding up applications as at the date of our appointment.
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Historical Financial Performance and Position
The Company maintained a cloud-based accounting system with Xero to record its financial accounts.
We have completed a preliminary financial analysis on the following historical results:


The FY16, FY17 and FY18 management accounts; and



YTDFY19 Management accounts, being the period 1 July 2018 to 4 October 2018.

Financial performance
The Company’s financial performance (Profit and Loss Statement) for periods FY16, FY17, FY18 and
YTDFY19 is summarised below:
Description
Revenue
Expenses
Repairs and Maintenance
Security
Wages, salaries and superannuation
Light, Power, Heating
Legal expenses
Insurance
Reimbursement
Lawyer Fees
Consulting & Accounting
Telephone & Internet
Computer & IT costs
Licences & Registrations
Environment services
Water Testing
Other expenses
Total expenses
Net profit / (loss)

FY16

Notes

$

-

1
2
3
4
5

248,978
71,585
167,426
160,242
42,844
19,464
44,964
17,137
27,202
21,673

FY17
$

9,091

FY18 YTD FY19 Total FY16 to % of Total
YTDFY19 Expenses
$
$
$
%
45,455
36,364
-

18,857
208,647
76,769
40,813
99,538
36,809
84,692
65,391
40,129
2,288
5,618
1,591
18,993
1,818

15,818
4,000
25,310
9,615
1,909
6,026
(572)
742
182
9,600
7,945
-

4,909
1,500
124
145
3,200
-

288,563
284,231
271,005
210,670
101,447
85,679
84,120
65,391
60,458
47,578
35,554
28,793
26,938
23,491

37,939
43,658
859,454
745,608
(859,454) (736,517)

16,007
96,582
(96,582)

2,230
12,108
24,256

99,834
1,713,752
(1,668,297)

16.8%
16.6%
15.8%
12.3%
5.9%
5.0%
4.9%
3.8%
3.5%
2.8%
2.1%
1.7%
1.6%
1.4%
5.8%
100.0%

Source: Company's management accounts from Xero accounting system

Notes
1. Revenue – the Company did not generate any revenue as the RPS was not in operation. The revenue
recorded is in relation to the sale of plant and equipment of $9.1K plus GST in FY17, and the receipt of
the July 2018 optional payment of $36.4K plus GST from the Purchaser on 20 July 2018. Bank
statements record the receipt of $360K in option payments between 21 December 2017 to 17 August
2018. Revenue appears to be understated in the accounts.
2. Repairs and maintenance – during FY16 significant repairs and maintenance was incurred on the RPS.
A number of contractors were engaged to undertake this work. These contractors include, but are not
limited to, Sam McGuiness, Intelligent Energy Services, Gill Group Pty Limited, Kings Engineering and
Hunter Valley Air-Conditioning. Payments were also made for storage, gas, transport, cleaning and other
services.
3. Security expenses – the Company made a number of payments for the security of the RPS. Security
providers included Professional Crowd Control Pty Limited, Executive Security Solutions and Kim Brown.
4. Wages, salaries and superannuation – from the Company’s management accounts, the Company
employed up to six staff during FY16 and FY17. Staff were paid on a weekly basis. On appointment, no
staff were employed by the Company. We note certain bonus payments were agreed and payable with
former staff and contractors on 7 September 2018, on completion of the ASA.
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5. Light, power and heating – the Company made a number of payments to AGL for electricity in FY16,
which were reduced in subsequent years.

Commentary on Financial Performance
We provide the following comments on the performance of the Company:


During the period the Company did not operate the RPS. The Company incurred expenses in
excess of $1.7M for operational costs to secure, preserve and maintain the decommissioned the
RPS. Of this amount over 50% of these costs were incurred in FY16;



Over $1.1M (or 60%) of the $1.7M in expenses were incurred in repairs and maintenance, security,
employee expenses, and power; and



The Company reduced expenses from $859.5K in FY16, to $96.6K in FY18, as cost reduction
initiatives were undertaken to reduce the funding requirements while the sale process was
undertaken.

From our preliminary investigations, the total investments made by Mr Butler, Mr Maher and REL total
approximately $2.2M. Further verification and analysis is required on the investments made, the expenses
incurred and reconciling the source and application of funds. This verification will be required prior to any
Deed Administration or Liquidation distribution to creditors.
Creditors should be aware the financial information has been extracted from the Company’s management
accounts and we do not verify or warrant its accuracy. We note discrepancies with the financial accounts
up to 4 October 2018. The Director has advised that the Company was in the process of updating the
accounts prior to our appointment. This process appears incomplete
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Financial position
The Company’s financial position is summarised below.
Description

Note

30 Jun 2017
$

30 Jun 2018
$

4 Oct 2018
$

Current assets
Cash at bank

1

95,557

13,911

49,346

Accounts receivable

2

42,000

42,000

42,000

Prepayments

3

500

12,500

12,500

138,057

68,411

103,846

Total current assets
Non-current assets
Office equipment

4

3,123

3,912

4,201

Motor vehicles

5

(15,000)

(14,970)

(14,970)

Plant & equipment

6

(6,963)

(6,928)

(6,928)

Total non-current assets

(18,840)

(17,985)

(17,696)

TOTAL ASSETS

119,216

50,425

86,149

(137,293)

(163,453)

(171,173)

106,211

113,401

110,744

(6,839)

(6,839)

(6,839)

(1,053,230)

(1,046,052)

(1,046,052)

(29,046)

(29,046)

(29,046)

(1,120,198)

(1,131,989)

(1,142,366)

Current liabilities
Accounts payable
GST
Historical adjustment
Inter-company loan (REL)

7

Payroll liabilties
Total current liabilities
Non-current loan

8

(604,080)

(620,080)

(620,080)

TOTAL LIABILITIES

(1,724,279)

(1,752,070)

(1,762,447)

NET ASSETS

(1,605,062)

(1,701,644)

(1,676,297)

0.12

0.06

0.09

Current asset ratio

Notes
1. Cash at bank – we have closed the Company’s NAB Everyday Bank Account and collected the funds in this
account. Further details are provided in section 6.8 of the Report.
2. Accounts receivable – on 23 June 2016 the Company sold plant and equipment, a JCB wheel loader, to
SolarWorx EPC Pty Limited for $42K (including GST). There is no record of payment in the Company’s
account.
3. Prepayments – on 12 March 2018 the Company repaid part of Mr Butlers loan in the amount of $12K. This
account should be reclassified to the non-current loan, see note 8 below.
4. Office equipment – in September 2016 and October 2016 the Company purchased two security prop’s, being
2 x Eddy Current Probes, from Emerson Process Management for a total cost of $2.9K. The balance of
office equipment of $1.3K was made over eight transactions for incidentals at an average cost of under
$0.2K. See note 6 below, one of the Eddy Current Probes appears to have been sold or recredited to the
Company’s account on 27 September 2016.
5. Motor vehicle – the management accounts indicate that the Company sold a 2012 Holden Colorado for $20K
to SolarWorx EPC Pty Limited on 8 June 2016. The disposal of the motor vehicle is recorded as a negative
$20K in this account. The negative is offset by a $5K payment to Sam McGuiness for the reimbursement of
truck purchase. The accounting records for the purchase of the motor vehicle are recorded in plant and
equipment, see note 6 below.
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6. Plant and equipment – the accounts indicate that between October 2015 and January 2016 the Company
purchased $32.7K of plant and equipment, this included:


a waste shredding plant in October 2015 from Grays (NSW) Pty Ltd ($10.8K). We understand this
was sold for approximately $5K;



a vehicle from Gill Group Pty Ltd ($17.1K). We understand this was the 2012 Holden Colorado that
was disposed of for $20K in June 2016; and



various pumps, sprays and other tools ($4.8K). We have assumed no realisable value for these
assets in liquidation.

In the management accounts, the purchases of $32.7K are off-set by cash receipts of $39.6K, which
results in a negative asset balance of $6.9K.
The cash receipts include $38.2K (excluding GST) for the disposal of the JCB wheel loader from
SolarWorx EPC Pty Ltd on 23 June 2016, refer to note 2 above. In addition, the Company has received
$1.4K for one of the Eddy Current Probes from Emerson Process Management on 27 September 2016.
See note 4 above, this would reduce the office equipment value in the Balance Sheet.
7. Intercompany loan from REL to the Company of $1.0M – during the period 29 September 2015 to
30 June 2016 REL made a number of payments in the sum of $895.7K on behalf of the Company. From
1 July 2016 to 4 October 2018, the accounts indicate additional net loans of $150.3K were provided to the
Company.
We note that the net $150.3K loans comprise of the following:


Loans from Mr Butler ($110K), between 24 November 2016 and 30 March 2017;



Loans from Phelbe Pty Limited ($55K), between 18 January 2017 and 10 February 2017; and



Company repayments to REL (-$14.7K), between 29 June 2017 and 21 May 2018.

8. Non-current loan of $620.1K. During the period 20 September 2016 and 1 December 2017 the accounts
indicate net loans of $620.1K were provided to the Company.
We note that the net $620.1K loans comprise of the following:


Loans from Mr Butler ($600.8K), between 20 September 2016 and 1 December 2017;



Loans from Mr Maher ($30K), between 21 September 2016 and 17 October 2016; and



Company payment to Hunter Premium Funding (-$10.7K) on 31 March 2017.

Commentary on Financial position
We provide the following comments on the Statement of Financial Position as at 4 October 2018:


The Company acquired RPS for $1.



The Company’s Balance Sheet records the RPS and Property of nil value in the management
accounts. As detailed in section 8.6.3 of the Report, non-binding indicative offers of between $3M
and $12M were received for the purchase of the RPS and Property, net of any liability.



We have reviewed a valuation report from 7 October 2015, that values the Property at no value. This
is due to a potential rehabilitation estimate of $25M. This valuation is for the Company’s land only.



Assuming a sale of $7.5M, being the mid-point between the highest and lowest offers, the Company
would have a positive net asset position.



We note that some current and non-current asset transactions have been incorrectly classified,
however, this does not materially impact on the net asset position of the Company.



The management accounts do not appear to have been maintained up to 4 October 2018. We note
that there are key assets, the Accounts Receivable, that have not been entered into the Xero
Accounting System and additional loan advances from 7 September 2018 to 4 October 2018 that
have not been entered.
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We note inconsistencies between the Balance Sheet and the RATA. For the purpose of admitting
creditors for voting purposes we have reviewed the Company’s books and records, creditor tax
invoices and other supporting documentation and made an assessment based on the information
provided to date. Further analysis, verification and adjudication will be required prior to any Deed
Administrator or Liquidation distributions to creditors.
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Report as to Affairs
Summary
Pursuant to section 438(2) of the Act, directors are required to provide a statement about a company's
business, property affairs and financial circumstances as at the date of the appointment of the administrator
within five business days of receiving a request from the administrator or such longer period as the
administrator allows.
The Director prepared a RATA for the Company, which was lodged with ASIC on 19 October 2018. The
RATA represents the Director's estimated view of the Company's assets and liabilities.
Please note that the values shown in the RATA do not necessarily reflect actual realisable values for a return
to creditors. An estimate of the return to creditors under the proposed DOCA and liquidation scenarios is
detailed in Section 11 of this Report.
Detailed below is a summary of the information provided in the RATA as at 4 October 2018.
Book
Value
($)

Estimated
realisable value
($)

Description

Note

Assets subject to specific security interests

6.2.1

813,178

813,178

Relevant secured creditor claims

6.3.1

(813,178)

(813,178)

Surplus / (Deficit) on specific security interests

-

-

Other assets
Sundry debtors

6.2.2

Amount withheld

Unknown

Cash at bank

6.2.3

79,089

79,089

Surplus / (Deficit) on specific security interests (from above)

-

Sub Total

Unknown

Unknown

Less other creditor claims:
Employee entitlements

6.3.2

(2,800)

(2,800)

Unsecured creditors

6.3.5

(1,477,671)

(1,477,671)

Unknown

Unknown

Surplus/ (Deficiency) to creditors
Source: RATA prepared b y Mr Richard Butler on 18 Octob er 2018

Our comments regarding the assets and liabilities in the RATA are set out below.

Assets
Assets subject to security interests
As outlined in section 4.3 of this Report, we have reviewed the Loan Agreement and Biogreen GSA, which
Mr Butler has registered as an AllPAAP Security interest against the Company on the PPSR. Although NSW
title searches indicate that Biogreen remains the registered proprietor of the Land and that Mr Butler has a
registered mortgage against that property (the Biogreen Mortgage), the Company’s books and records
indicate that:


the Land (and other Sold Assets) were sold to the Purchaser under the ASA dated 7 September
2018. Completion of that sale purchase also appears to have occurred on 7 September 2018;



Mr Butler has released and provided a Discharge of the Biogreen Mortgage, which Discharge is yet
to be registered at the Land Titles Office; and



The Purchaser has registered a caveat against the Land to protect its equitable interest arising under
the ASA, pending registration of the relevant transfer.

Title searches indicate that Richard Butler has also registered a caveat against the Land, but this caveat is
not expressed to protect any interest granted by the Company in respect of the Land. As noted in section
4.3 above, Mr Butler’s caveat is expressed to protect the “equitable mortgage over the Land granted by
Hunter Energy … which will be registered pending registration of the Transfer of Land from the Company to
Hunter Energy”.
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In light of this, it appears that the Biogreen GSA is the only remaining security interest over the Company’s
assets and as noted in section 4.3 of this Report, the Biogreen GSA covers all of the Company’s present
and future property, including the Accounts Receivable.
Based on the ASA sale consideration, the value of the assets subject to security interests may have been
understated in the RATA. The balance of this amount is the Accounts Receivable.
To assist creditors in understanding Mr Butler’s debt, and the various loan agreements, and debt
assumptions, we provide a summary in the table below.
Description

Period

Original
amount
$

Portion of debt Debt remaining Debt remaining
assumed by
in Company
in Company
Purchaser
(7 Sep 2018)
(2 Oct 2018)
$
$
$

1. Contracting services at $383,250 p.a. plus GST, plus interest at 6% p.a.
(a) Redbank Energy Limited
(In Receivership)

5 Oct 2013 to 16 Sep 2015

2,058,568

(1,911,500)

147,068

(b) Biogreen Energy Pty Limited

17 Sep 2015 to 7 Sep 2018

-

-

-

(c) Biogreen Energy Pty Limited

8 Sep 2018 to 2 Oct 2018

-

-

-

147,068
30,447

2. Loan advances to Biogreen Energy Pty Ltd
(a) Includes funds advanced of $838,500
plus interest at 6% p.a. of $51,275

10 Mar 2016 to 4 Jun 2018

(b) Additional loan advances

8 Sep 2018 to 2 Oct 2018

3. Interest on loan, service fee, cash loans at 12.5% p.a. from 7 Sep 2018
Total

889,775

(588,500)

301,275

301,275

-

-

-

328,337

-

-

-

6,051

2,948,343

(2,500,000)

448,343

813,178

Source: Richard Butler supporting workpapers to his claim

Mr Butler advised that the Company assumed REL’s liability for his services performed on the RPS during
the period 5 October 2013 to 16 September 2015. Mr Butler referred to the following agreements as evidence
of the transfer of the liability from REL to the Company:


Loans Terms on which Mr Butler has agreed on 21 November 2016 to provide further loans to the
Company;



Emergency funding loan agreement: Terms on which Mr Butler, sole director of the Company is
loaning further money to the Company, dated 17 February 2017; and



Loan Agreement between Mr Butler and the Company dated 20 March 2017.

We have sighted these documents and confirm that there are clauses in these documents, pursuant to which
the Company appears to assume liability for certain of REL’s liabilities to Mr Butler. We understand that the
services performed by Mr Butler, while contracted by REL, were in relation to the management of the RPS
and the sale of those assets to the Company.
In December 2017, the Purchaser entered into an option agreement to acquire the RPS. This included
option payments of $40K per month, to assist with plant care and maintenance. To date, the Company has
received $360K in option payments, which has partially funded costs to secure, preserve and maintain the
RPS.
Following the exercise of the option, the ASA was completed on 7 September 2018. Clause 16 of the ASA
details the confidentiality terms and conditions of the ASA.
As noted in section 4.3, under the ASA, the initial consideration of $2.5M was paid to the Company by way
of the Purchaser entering into the Debt Assumption Deed, pursuant to which the Purchaser assumed
$2.5M of the Company’s liabilities to Mr Butler (and Mr Butler released the Company from its obligations in
relation to Mr Butler’s debt for this amount). The Purchaser’s assumed liability to Mr Butler was
documented by way of a new loan agreement. At the date of this Report, we understand Mr Butler has
received $400K of this amount on 7 September 2018, and the balance of $2.1M remains outstanding to
Mr Butler, and continues to accrue interest at 12.5% p.a, payable by the Purchaser.
The GST on the initial consideration was $250K. The Purchaser paid the GST to the Company on
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5 September 2018. These funds were used to repay the Mr Butler’s secured debt, comprising of a
payment of $200K on 7 September 2018 to Mr Butler, and a further $50K to Mr Butler on
10 September 2018.
Between 11 September 2018 and 2 October 2018, Mr Butler provided additional loan advances of $328.3K
to the Company. During this period there were no other loan advances to the Company.
Sundry debtors / Accounts Receivable
Accounts Receivable refer to (a) the recommission payments and (b) the performance payments from the
sale of the RPS, the Property and other assets, being the Sold Assets.
The due dates of the Accounts Receivables are based on time and performance-based milestones as
detailed in the ASA.
The amount of the Accounts Receivable has been withheld as it is subject to confidentiality under the ASA.
Disclosure of this amount has not been approved by the Purchaser and unauthorised disclosure may
prejudice the return to creditors.
Cash at bank
The RATA indicates cash at bank of $79,089.00.
We are of the opinion that cash at bank and on trust as at 4 October 2018 was $78,926.60. On appointment
we secured and realised $48,926.60 from the Company’s NAB Business Everyday Bank Account. In
addition, our lawyers have confirmed receipt of $30,000 held in trust to be applied towards our lawyers’ costs
and expenses.
The cash balance was transferred from the Company’s NAB Account to the Administrators Account on
24 October 2018. The $30,000 trust funds currently remain in KWM’s trust account.
We are not aware of any additional accounts with surplus balances.

Liabilities
Relevant secured creditor claims
As outlined in sections 4.3 and 6.2.1, Mr Butler is a secured creditor of the Company in the amount of
$813.2K. Further details regarding Mr Butler’s security are provided in sections 4.3 and 6.2.1.
Employee entitlements
Priority employee entitlement claims pursuant to section 556 of the Act total $2.8K. This amount is for a
former employee, Mr Ross Mehan, in relation to unpaid wages.
The balance of employee entitlement claims relate to bonuses, which are not afforded priority under
section 556 of the Act, and accordingly rank as unsecured creditor claims in the administration.
Fair Entitlements Guarantee (FEG)
In the event creditors pass a resolution to accept the terms of the DOCA, all employee entitlements will be
paid in full.
In the event the Company is placed into liquidation, employees may be eligible for payment of any shortfall
in their employee entitlements (excluding superannuation) under FEG, which is administered by the
Department of Employment and Training (DET).
Former employees must meet eligibility requirements outlined in the Fair Entitlements Guarantee Act 2012.
FEG advances are repaid to the Government if and when funds become available, in the same priority as
employees' claims.
Further information can be found on FEG's website at www.jobs.gov.au/fair-entitlements-guarantee-feg.
Excluded employees
Excluded employees are defined in the Act as directors and their spouses or relatives (section 556(2) of the
Act).
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Outstanding priority employee entitlements for excluded employees are limited to $2K for wages (including
superannuation) and $1.5K for unpaid annual leave and long service leave. The balance of their entitlements
rank as unsecured claims (section 556(1A) and (1B) of the Act).
The only known excluded employee is the Director. However, we understand the Director was not an
employee of the Company, but a consultant to REL, and later to the Company. These consultancy service
fees were assumed by the Company from REL, and then further assumed by the Purchaser from the
Company. See section 6.2.1 and 9.2.4 for further information.
Unsecured creditors
According to the RATA, there are 21 unsecured creditors who are estimated to be owed a total of $1,477,671.
Of this amount, the largest creditor is REL, the Company’s parent company, for $1M in relation to loans
advanced to the Company. From the books and records, this amount may include additional loan advances
from Mr Butler and Mr Maher. REL’s claim will be reviewed prior to the Second Meeting, so we can form a
view on the admitted value of the claim for voting purposes.
The Company’s top five unsecured creditors are set out in the below table:
Estimated
amount of claim
($)

#

Unsecured creditors

1

Redbank Energy Limited

1,000,000

2

Australian Taxation Office

258,700

3

Samantha Harris

83,573

4

Phelbe Pty Ltd

55,000

5

Simon Maher

30,000

Total of top five unsecured creditors
Other unsecured creditors
Total unsecured creditors

%

1,427,273

96.6%

50,397

3.4%

1,477,671

100.0%

We note Mr Butler is not included in the above table, as his claim is a secured claim.
A listing of creditors’ names, amounts claimed, and amounts admitted for voting at the First Meeting are
attached at Appendix B. Unless additional supporting information is received to change our views, the same
amounts will be admitted for voting purposes at the Second Meeting, or any adjournment of that meeting.
Contingent creditors
A contingent creditor is a party to whom a presently due debt does not exist, but a claim against the Company
relating to pre-administration events may arise in the future.
The Director's RATA does not disclose any contingent creditors. Our investigations to date indicate that the
ATO may be a contingent creditor on receipt of the Accounts Receivable. We understand the Purchaser will
provide any applicable GST to cover any future contingent ATO claim in relation to the Accounts Receivable.
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The Administrator’s actions to date
Actions to date
On appointment, we conducted statutory and investigation tasks, met with the director and his advisors, held
discussions with numerous creditors and stakeholders, and met with the Purchaser.
A detailed outline of the tasks performed over the course of the voluntary administration is provided with our
Remuneration Report at Appendix D. A summary of these actions are set out below.
Compliance and administrative procedures
The key statutory tasks we have undertaken include:


Attending to our statutory duties and reporting with ASIC, the ATO and other various statutory
authorities;



Preparing the initial notification to creditors;



Convening the First Meeting of creditors;



Preparing the Administrators Report to creditors; and



Convening the Second Meeting of creditors.

Investigations
Our investigation work is detailed in section 8 of the Report.
Sale of business
We reviewed the sale process and confirmed the sale process undertaken by the Company was adequately
conducted, and market value was obtained.
On 18 December 2017, the Company entered into an Option Agreement with the Purchaser to acquire the
RPS. Following the exercise of the option, the ASA was completed on 7 September 2018.
Administrator’s receipts and payments
To date we have received $48.9K from the Company’s NAB Business Everyday Bank Account and note the
notional receipt of funds held on trust with our lawyers, KWM of $30.0K.
There have been no other receipts, or payments from the date of our appointment to the date of this Report.
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Investigations
Introduction
Section 438A of the Act requires that as soon as practicable after a voluntary administration begins the
administrator must investigate the company's business, property, affairs and financial circumstances and
form an opinion as to whether it would be in the interests of the company's creditors for:


The company to execute a DOCA;



The voluntary administration to end; or



The company to be wound up (placed in liquidation).

Pursuant to Section 75-225(3) of the IPR the administrator is also required to prepare a report which outlines
the above investigations and opinions and which must also state (amongst other things) whether there are
any transactions that appear to the administrator to be voidable transactions in respect of which money,
property or other benefits may be recoverable by a liquidator under Part 5.78 of the Act should creditors
resolve that the company be wound up.
In addition to recovery of voidable transactions, a liquidator has the power to pursue the directors of a
company in respect of certain offences under the Act. For a high-level explanation of the actions that a
liquidator has the power to pursue, we provide an ARITA information sheet at Appendix F. Creditors who
are not familiar with the nature of these actions should refer to the appendix for further explanation. Creditors
should contact our office if further explanation is required regarding the material contained in Appendix F,
the Report, or any appendices to the Report.
In this section of the Report we outline the various causes of action that may be available to a liquidator of
the Company, should a liquidator be appointed, and the potential for any recoveries, if any, noting that such
recoveries would be subject to the defendants to any such cause of action having the ability to meet any
claims.

Overview of investigation
We have undertaken the following investigations to prepare this Report and formulate our opinions:


ASIC and real property searches;



Personal Property Securities Register searches;



Reviewing the Company books and records, including, but not limited to:
The management accounts made available to us from the Company’s Xero Accounting Software;
Company bank statements;
Documents in a data room on the sale campaign and sale process (refer to section 8.6);
Various legal documents and agreements regarding the option, the sale, the assumption of
liabilities and loan agreements; and
Various tax invoices and supporting documents provided by creditors to support their creditor
claims against the Company.



Discussions and meetings with the Director, and his advisors;



Discussions and meetings with creditors, and their respective advisors;



Discussions with shareholders of REL;



Discussions and meeting with the Purchaser to discuss the ASA and forthcoming payments of the
Purchase Price as well as the confidentiality of the ASA;



Reviewing the RATA provided by the Director; and



Reviewing management accounts from the Xero accounting system.

Director’s explanation for the Company’s difficulties
The Director attributes the Company’s current position to:
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The decommissioned RPS was not producing any revenue, however, ongoing costs were being
incurred to secure, preserve and maintain the RPS as well as to pay for the ongoing sale process;



The unexpected duration of the sale process for the RPS, the Property and other assets from
November 2016 to December 2018;



The completion of the Option Agreement and the ASA, and the structure of the sale consideration
being on time and performance-based milestones, rather than full consideration on completion; and



Following the completion of the ASA, the Director, as the primary funder of the Company, made the
decision to cease funding the Company on or around 4 October 2018.

Administrators explanation for the Company’s difficulties
Our investigations to date indicate that the Company has never generated operating income from the RPS.
The Company has been reliant on funding from third parties, and the efforts of third parties, to continue to
meet operating expenses while conducting a sale process in order to preserve any value in the RPS, the
Property and other assets, and assign certain liabilities. Certain equipment and other assets have been sold,
but these have realised relatively small amounts.
We consider that there were considerable risks in funding the Company, should a sale not be completed and
the remediation obligations on the Property not be transferred to a Purchaser. We understand from historical
reports, prepared by Sinclair Knight Merz on 12 October 2010, that the remediation and rehabilitation costs
of the RPS could be in excess of $25M. We have not verified or sought an expert opinion to quantify this
amount at this time.
On completion of the ASA with deferred sale consideration and following Mr Butler’s decision to cease
funding the Company on or around 4 October 2018, the Company appointed Joseph Hayes and Andrew
McCabe as Voluntary Administrators.

Insolvency
Our preliminary view is that the Company was not insolvent until the Director ceased funding the Company
on or around 4 October 2018.
The methods of testing solvency include, but are not limited to, the Balance Sheet Test and the Cash Flow
Test, which are examined below.
A company is insolvent if it is unable to pay its debts as and when they become due and payable. Liquidators
are required to demonstrate that a company is insolvent in order to pursue certain recovery proceedings.
Creditors should note that insolvent trading claims are difficult and costly to pursue, and even if successful
they may not generate an additional return for creditors. We understand the directors’ and officers’ insurance
policy has lapsed. Further investigation is required to confirm the status of the D&O Policy.
Balance sheet test
The Balance Sheet Test assesses the solvency of a company with reference to its net asset position (i.e. the
level of total assets relative to total liabilities).
The Company’s net asset position per the unadjusted management accounts from its Xero Accounting
system is set out below:
Description
Total assets
Total liabilities
Net assets

30 June 2017
$

30 June 2018
$

4 October 2018
$

119,216

50,425

86,149

1,724,279

1,752,070

1,762,447

(1,605,062)

(1,701,644)

(1,676,297)

(Total assets less total liabilities)
Source: Management accounts

The Company’s management accounts detail a net asset deficiency of $1.7M as at 4 October 2018.
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Management have not recorded any value in the balance sheet for the RPS, the Property and other assets.
The sale process conducted by Mr Butler generated offers of between $3M and $12M, net of any liabilities.
Assuming a mid-point of the highest and lowest sales offers received, of $7.5M, then it would be expected
for the Company to have a net asset surplus, particularly given that the Company purchased the RPS for $1.
We have reviewed the aged payable analysis in the management accounts. As at 4 October 2018, the aged
payables in the accounts total $170.9K. These payables appear to be understated, and in relation to invoices
from 2016 and 2017, which appear to have been paid prior to 4 October 2018. The majority of suppliers’ are
not recorded in the RATA received from the Director. As the RATA discloses creditors of approximately
$1.5M, we have not relied on the aged payables in the management accounts when undertaking our
assessment of insolvency.
We have reviewed creditor claims and estimated the aging of these creditors as either current, being due
and payable on or around 4 October 2018, or prior to 4 September 2018 (being +30 days). This is an
estimated analysis prepared by our staff based on creditor claims, for the purpose of the Report.
Unsecured creditors (per the RATA)

#

RATA Amount

($)
1,000,000

Aged Payables analysis
Estimated
current
($)

Estimated 30 days
to +120 days
($)

1

Redbank Energy Limited

1,000,000

-

2

Phelbe Pty Ltd

3

Australian Taxation Office

4
5
6

Samuel Charles McGuiness

7

Dipendra Giri

15,860

15,000

860

8

Ross Mehan

10,000

10,000

-

9
Marsh Pty Limited
10 Mills Oakley

7,333

-

7,333

4,000

-

4,000

55,000

55,000

-

258,700

250,000

8,700

Simon Maher

30,000

30,000

-

Samantha Harris

83,573

83,573

-

-

-

-

11 Resolve Litigation Lawyers

3,728

-

3,728

12 Hi Speed Networking Pty Limited

2,750

-

2,750

13 Abishek Shrestha

2,500

2,500

-

14 Martin Dobson
15 Beatty Legal

1,650

-

1,650

814

-

814

16 Messagelabs Pty Ltd

660

-

660

17 Forestville Hire Pty Ltd

385

-

385

18 Tech Labour & Contracting Pty Ltd

330

-

330

19 ASIC

263

-

263

20 Douglas Powley

207

-

207

21 Singleton Council
Total other unsecured creditors
Ageing as a percentage of RATA Amount

(83)
1,477,671

-

-

83

1,446,073

31,598

97.9%

2.1%

Source: Directors RATA, and Administrators estimated Aged Payables based on books and records and creditor claims.

Based on our analysis, $31.6K or 2.1% of creditors were outstanding between 30 days and +120 days.
As detailed above, $1.4M or 97.9% of the accounts payable are estimated to be current debts as at the date
of our appointment on 4 October 2018. This included a number of bonus payments on the successful sale
of the RPS, which were due and payable on 7 September 2018.
A liquidator, if appointed, will investigate these matters further to determine if there are any insolvent trading
claims, and any commercial benefit in pursing such claims. The liquidator will also consider the potential
dividend to creditors under the ASA, of up to 100 cents in the dollar.
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Cash flow test
The Cash Flow Test is a measure of a company's ability to pay its liabilities from available resources as and
when they fall due, commonly determined by considering a company’s working capital, working capital ratio
and funding available.
Working capital is an indicator of liquid assets available to pay debts due within 12 months, calculated as
current assets less current liabilities, while the working capital ratio is calculated as current assets as a
proportion of current liabilities. A working capital ratio of less than one indicates that a company may not be
able to pay its debts as and when they fall due.
The unadjusted Company's working capital and liquidity ratio is summarised below:
30 June 2017
$

Description
Current assets

30 June 2018
$

4 October 2018
$

138,057

68,411

103,846

Current liabilities

1,120,198

1,131,989

1,142,366

Working capital

(982,142)

(1,063,578)

(1,038,520)

0.12

0.06

0.09

Liquidity ratio
Source: Management accounts

Based on our preliminary analysis of the Company's records relating solely to working capital, the liquidity
ratio was below 1.0. As previously stated, the Company was conducting a sale process to divest the RPS,
the Property and other assets. The Company received non-binding indicative offers of between $3M and
$12M, and completed an Option Agreement on 18 December 2017, which was exercised in the ASA on
7 September 2018, which included an initial payment of the purchase price. The management accounts do
not record any value for the divestment of the RPS in the management accounts as at 4 October 2018.
As detailed in the Report, as the RPS was not generating any income, Mr Butler, REL and Mr Maher provided
funding to the Company which enabled it to secure, preserve and maintain the RPS, the Property and other
assets. This included meeting the operating costs of the Company.
Other indicators of insolvency
Determining whether a company is insolvent, and the date at which insolvency occurred, is often difficult and
is ultimately a matter for the courts to decide. The courts have identified 15 general indicators of insolvency
that are considered further in ASIC Regulatory Guide 217, and we have included a 16th indicator, being the
ability to raise equity.
Our investigations to date have identified that a number of these indicators apply, or may apply, to the
Company as summarised below:
#

Indicator

Present
(Yes / No)

1

Continuing trading losses

2

Cash flow difficulties

Yes

3

Difficulties selling stock or
collecting debts

N/A

4

Suppliers not being paid on
agreed terms, placing debtor
on COD terms or otherwise
demanding special payment
terms before resuming
supply
Overdue Commonwealth
and state taxes

5

Yes

Yes / No

Yes
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Comments
The Company has not generated revenue from the
decommissioned RPS and has incurred trading losses from the
date of acquisition of the RPS.
The management accounts indicate the Company's liquidity ratio
is below one, indicating cash flow difficulties. We note that no
sale consideration has been included in the current assets, for
the divestment of the RPS, the Property and other assets.
The Company did not trade.
The majority of creditor claims, in value, represent loan
advances to continue to secure, preserve and maintain the RPS,
the Property and other assets. As detailed in the Balance Sheet,
some smaller creditor claims were outside trade terms. However,
we are not aware of any COD or special payment terms
demanded by any supplier.
On completion of the ASA on 7 September 2018, the initial
consideration of $2.5M triggered a GST liability of $250K. The
Purchased paid $250K to the Company on 5 September 2018.
The Company did not pay the GST to the ATO.
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#
6
7
8

9

10

11

12

13
14

15
16

Indicator
Dishonoured cheques
Legal action threatened or
commenced
Limits of funding facilities
reached, and inability obtain
further finance
Inability to produce timely
and accurate financial
information to display the
Company's trading
performance and financial
position and make reliable
forecasts
Directors have resigned
citing concerns about the
financial position or ability to
produce accurate financial
information
Auditor issued a qualified
audit opinion on the grounds
there is uncertainty of
continuing as a going
concern
Defaulted, or is likely to
default, on agreements with
financier

Present
(Yes / No)

Comments

No
No

There is no evidence of dishonoured cheques.
There is no evidence of legal action against the Company.

No

Up until 4 October 2018, the Company was funded by Mr Butler,
REL and Mr Maher. Recent funding was solely provided by Mr
Butler. On or around 4 October 2018, Mr Butler made the
decision to cease funding the Company and appoint
Administrators.
The Company did not generate any revenue, and incurred
holding expenses to secure, preserve and maintain the RPS, the
Property and other assets. Despite some minor misallocation of
journal entries in the accounts, the financial records are
sufficiently accurate to understand the Company's financial
position and make commercial business decisions.

No

No

Mr Butler was at all relevant times the sole director of the
Company.

N/A

The Company did not engage any auditors.

No

There is no evidence of the Company defaulting on any
agreements with its financiers.

Employees or accountant
have raised concerns about
solvency
Uncertainty as to whether
assets can be sold quickly to
provide funds to meet debts,
without affecting the ability
to trade profitably
Issuing post-dated cheques

No

While the Company did not generate any income, it was
supported by an ongoing finance facility provided by the Director.

No

The Company's primary asset was the RPS, in respect of which
a sale process was conducted between November 2016 and
September 2018. The RPS and other assets were sold under
the ASA which completed on 7 September 2018.

No

There is no evidence of post-dated cheques being used.

Inability to raise further
equity

Yes

Historically, as the RPS was decommissioned and not
generating any income, the Company was funded by private
debt, as detailed above, and not equity. We note financing was
historically made available from Mr Butler, Mr Maher and REL.

Proving insolvency
Further investigations into the Company’s insolvency will be conducted by a liquidator should the
Company be wound up.
Determining when a company became insolvent can be a costly and complex exercise, involving a
detailed review of the company's financial position, cash flow, and other relevant information.
Legal / class actions
We are unaware of any court proceedings against the Company.
Outstanding or previous winding up applications
We are not aware of any outstanding or previous winding up applications against the Company.
Books and records
Our preliminary view is that, despite some miscoding of accounting transactions in the Xero accounting
system, and the accounts not being reconciled up to 4 October 2018, the Company maintained
adequate books and records.
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A company must keep written financial records that:


correctly record and explain its transactions, financial position and performance;



would enable true and fair financial statements to be prepared and audited; and



must be kept for seven years after the transactions covered by the records are completed
(section 286 of the Act).

Directors are responsible for ensuring that adequate financial records are maintained. Directors who
fail to take all reasonable steps to ensure compliance with this requirement may be subject to a civil
penalty order. This includes shadow and de-facto directors.
Failure to maintain books and records may give rise to a presumption of insolvency (pursuant to section
588E of the Act).
A liquidator, if appointed, will continue investigations into whether any breaches of the Act have
occurred in relation to the maintenance of proper books and records, including:


Failure to keep proper financial records (section 286 of the Act);



Failure to take all reasonable steps to comply with financial records and reporting requirements; and



Requiring officers to exercise a reasonable degree of care and diligence in the exercise of their
powers and discharge of their duties (section 180 of the Act).

Sale process
Introduction
Until its sale in September 2018, the Company’s primary asset was the RPS, which was acquired with
the purpose of sale, rather than of recommissioning. We have investigated the sale process undertaken
by the Company’s director to determine whether an adequate sale process was conducted and whether
market value was obtained. A review was conducted of documentation provided to us in a data room,
in relation to the sale process, including:


Marketing materials issued to interested parties;



Confidentiality Agreements (CAs) executed by interested parties to obtain access to information to for
their due diligence;



Correspondence between the Company and interested parties; and



The Option Agreement, the Option Nomination Agreement and the Asset Sale Agreement.

Sale process
From our review, we provide the following update on the sale process undertaken by the Company
during the Sale Period:


On 29 November 2016, an advertisement for the sale of the RPS was placed in the Australian
Financial Review. A copy of the advertisement is attached at Appendix G;



In January 2017, an Information Memorandum was prepared by the Director and issued to those who
responded to the advertisement;



21 parties contacted the Company and expressed an interest in purchasing the RPS;



19 CAs were executed, with those parties being granted access to additional documentation; and



6 non-binding indicative offers were received during the Sale Period, ranging from $3.0M to $12.0M.
These offers were subject to exclusivity terms and a range of conditions, many of which were not
able to be satisfied by the Company.

Based on our review, the Company has undertaken an adequate sales process for the divestment of
the RPS, the Property and other assets. The assets were publicly advertised, bids were received,
bidders were negotiated with and an arms’ length sale agreement was negotiated, documented and
entered into.
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Sale considerations
The non-binding indicative sales offers ranged from $3M to $12M.
These offers may have been impacted by the following market conditions at the time of the sale process:


The potential cost to recommission the RPS;



The potential remediation and rehabilitation costs;



The ability to secure key supply agreements and licenses required to recommission the RPS;



The Government’s position on coal-based power stations, and environmental issues; and



The current and forecast price of coal.

In the context of other offers received, and other real opportunities to be completed, the party providing
the non-binding indicative offer of $12M was not granted exclusivity, on highest price alone. This party
subsequently withdrew their offer.
An Option Agreement was executed on 18 December 2017, which included consideration being
payable during the term of the option. During the option period the Purchaser made option payments
of $360K to secure, preserve and maintain the RPS. The Option Agreement was exercised and the
ASA was completed on 7 September 2018.
Estimated return to creditors
Under the ASA, the Purchaser’s obligation to pay part of the purchase price is conditional on the
achievement of certain time and performance milestones relating to the recommissioning and prospective
operation of the RPS. However, should these milestones be achieved, and subject to the quantum of
creditor claims, and administration costs, the Company’s creditors are expected to receive a return of
100 cents in the dollar.
Creditors concerns on sale process
We understand some creditors of the Company have expressed concern over the sale process of the
RPS. At the date of this Report we have had several meetings and discussions with various creditors.
We have requested further details and evidence from these creditors to support any evidence of
misconduct. At the date of this report limited, if any, information has been provided from creditors which
supports any misconduct regarding the sale process.
Confidentiality of the ASA
We have met with the Purchaser of the RPS and understand they are actively engaged in steps to seek
to recommission the RPS.
As discussed at the First Meeting, in subsequent discussions with creditors, and set out in this Report, the
Purchaser’s details and particulars of the ASA are confidential. At the date of this report, we do not have the
Purchaser’s consent to disclose the key commercial terms of the ASA. Further, we do not consider that the
disclosure of these terms without the Purchaser’s consent would be consistent with the interests of the
Company’s creditors. The interests of the Company’s creditors are aligned to the Purchaser’s endeavours
to recommission the RPS in a timely manner, and allow sale consideration proceeds to be paid into the
Company for the benefit of creditors.
We have formed the view that providing this information to creditors and the public at this time has the
potential to jeopardise the return to creditors and is unnecessary. We further note that payment of the
purchase price in accordance with the ASA would result in the payment of all of the Company’s creditors in
full (assuming that relevant performance milestones are met).
Investigations conclusion
Based on our investigation as detailed above, we conclude that:


The Company was reliant on the ongoing financial support from Mr Butler to continue trading;



Over the past 2 to 3 years the Company has secured funding of +$2M;



Aged payables (+30 days) on our appointment were approximately $31.6K;
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On balance of the funding support provided, and the completion of the ASA on 7 September 2018,
the Company does not appear to have traded whilst insolvent; and



The sale process was adequately conducted, and market value obtained.
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Offences and litigation recoveries
A liquidator has the ability pursue certain claims that may result in recoveries for creditors. These claims
are not available to a deed administrator should creditors vote to execute a DOCA.
To compare the likely return to creditors under each of a DOCA and liquidation scenario, administrators
identify claims that a liquidator could pursue, including:


voidable transactions and other potential recoveries; and



recoveries against past or present directors, secretaries, other officers and company advisors.

Enclosed at Appendix F is a Creditor Information Sheet: Offences, Recoverable Transactions and Insolvent
Trading published by ARITA, which provides general information for creditors on the types of claims that a
liquidator can pursue.

Insolvent trading
Based on our investigations as detailed in section 8.5 of the Report, we have concluded that the Company
has not traded whilst insolvent.
Insolvent trading is when a company incurs a debt at a time when:


The company was insolvent, or became insolvent by incurring the debt; and



There were reasonable grounds to suspect the company was insolvent, or would become so, as a
result of incurring the debt. Company directors have a duty to prevent insolvent trading by not
incurring debt when there are reasonable grounds for suspecting that the company is, or will be,
unable to pay its debts as and when they fall due.

The objective test, or standard of measure in deciding whether insolvent trading has occurred is whether a
director can demonstrate that their actions are at the same degree and level that would be required of an
ordinary reasonable person holding a similar position and responsibility in the same circumstances.
A director who fails to prevent a company from incurring a debt at a time when there are reasonable
grounds for suspecting that the company is insolvent, or will become insolvent by incurring that debt,
contravenes section 588G of the Act.
Creditors should note that only a liquidator or an individual creditor with the liquidator's permission can
bring an action against a director for breach of section 588G. An administrator or deed administrator
cannot pursue a director for recoveries from contraventions of section 588G of the Act.
A liquidator may recover from a director the amount of loss, or damages suffered, by a creditor (section
588M of the Act).
Directors’ defences
Defences available to directors under the Act in regard to allegations of insolvent trading are:


the director had reasonable grounds to expect, and did expect, that the company was solvent at that
time and would continue to be solvent if it incurred the debt;



the director had reasonable grounds to believe that a competent and reliable person was responsible
for providing adequate information about whether the company was solvent and that person was
fulfilling the responsibility and it was expected, that on the basis of the information provided, that the
company was solvent and would continue to be solvent when the debt was incurred; and



at the time the debt was incurred the director, due to illness or other good reason, did not take part in
the management of the company.

Our preliminary view is that these defences would be available to the Director should an insolvent trading
claim be found, and be pursued, by a liquidator.
Administrators’ conclusion on insolvent trading
We note that although the Company displays some of the indicators of insolvency, as the RPS did not
generate any revenue, many of these indicators may be present in times of cashflow difficulties where the
Company may not be insolvent.
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The appointment of an administrator by a director is made "where the company is insolvent, or may
become insolvent". The appointment does not, on its own, support an action for insolvent trading.
Our preliminary view is that due to the ongoing financial support of the Director, the cost reductions
implemented over the past few years, and the status of the Option Agreement and the ASA over the past
nine months, the Company did not trade whilst insolvent. We further note, the Company did not trade or
incur substantial debts which could represent additional sources of recovery for the estate through
insolvent trading actions.
A liquidator, if appointed, would undertake further analysis of whether the Company traded whilst insolvent,
and the commercial benefit of any recovery actions against the director. We note that the director may be
entitled to defences, and a set-off of any claims against his debt.
Nonetheless, should creditors resolve to place the Company in liquidation at the forthcoming meeting of
creditors, the appointed liquidator would conduct further investigations into potential insolvent trading
claims and report further to creditors.

Voidable transactions
The Act requires an administrator to specify whether there are any transactions that appear to the
administrator to be voidable transactions in respect of which money, property or other benefits may be
recoverable by a liquidator under the Act.
There are several types of voidable transactions under section 588FE of the Act, including:
(a)

unfair preferences (that are also insolvent transactions);

(b)

uncommercial transactions (that are also insolvent transactions);

(c)

unfair loans;

(d)

unreasonable director-related transactions;

(e)

related party transactions (that are also insolvent transactions); and

(f)

transactions to defeat creditors (that are also insolvent transactions).

For the purposes of examining voidable transactions, a liquidator would review transactions that occurred
during the relevant time period (the “Relation Back Period”) (as prescribed under the Act) leading up to
the “relation back day”, being the date that the Company entered voluntary administration, that is
4 October 2018.
As discussed above, our preliminary view is the Company was not insolvent prior to 4 October 2018, and
accordingly recoveries for voidable transactions of the kind referred to in (a), (b), (e) and (f) above are
unlikely to be available in a liquidation.
A liquidator, if appointed, would undertake further analysis of whether and when the Company was ever
insolvent, consider any voidable transactions, and the commercial benefit of commencing any recovery
actions.
Our preliminary investigations, including the prospects of success of any recoveries from potential voidable
transactions, are detailed below.
Unfair preferences (Section 588FA)
An unfair preference is a transaction between a company and a creditor that results in the creditor
receiving from the company, in relation to an unsecured debt owed to that creditor, more than it would have
received in relation to the debt in a winding up of the company. The Relation Back Period for unfair
preferences is six months generally and four years for related party transactions.
Factors which indicate payments might be unfair preferences are:


Payments in response to winding up applications, statutory demands and other pressure from the
creditor;



Repayment plans with the creditor; and



Significant 'round' payments made to the creditor.
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There are various defences in the Act that may be available to a party that received the benefit of an
unfair preference. A transaction would be protected if the creditor from whom the Liquidator seeks to
recover:



Became a party to the transaction in good faith; and



At the time when they became a party:
They had no reasonable grounds for suspecting that the Company was insolvent at that time, or
would become insolvent;
A reasonable person in that person's circumstances would have had no such grounds for so
suspecting insolvency; and
Provided valuable consideration under the transaction, or has changed their position in reliance
on the transaction.

A creditor seeking protection must prove all three elements.
Further, where a creditor received a series of payments as part of a so called 'running account' and their
overall indebtedness increases over the same period, the creditor is taken not to have received an unfair
preference. This is called "the running account defence".
A Liquidator would likely seek legal advice on the strength of a claim including the applicability of these
defences. It is likely any recovery action commenced by a Liquidator would be defended. Therefore, costs
are a major consideration.
Critically though and as noted above, an unfair preference is only voidable under 588FE of the Act if the
company was insolvent at the time the transaction took place or became insolvent as a result of that
transaction. Our preliminary view is that the Company was not insolvent prior to 4 October 2018, and
accordingly any recoveries for voidable transactions pursuant to section 588FA are unlikely to be
recoverable in a liquidation.
Our investigations to date have not identified any transaction where the Company was insolvent, and
accordingly, we have not identified the existence of any unfair preferences that would be voidable under
588FE.
Uncommercial transactions (Section 588FB)
Section 588FB of the Act provides that a transaction of a company is an uncommercial transaction of the
company if, a reasonable person in the company's circumstances would not have entered into the
transaction, having regard to:


The benefits (if any) to the company of entering into the transaction;



The detriment to the company of entering into the transaction;



The respective benefits to the other parties to the transaction of entering into it; and



Any other relevant matter.

The company must be insolvent at the time of the transaction, or become insolvent, as a result of entering
into the transaction. In addition, the transaction must have occurred within two years of the appointment of
the Administrator, or four years for related parties (sections 588FE(3) and 588FE(4) of the Act).
Section 588FG of the Act provides, in summary, that a transaction is not voidable as against certain
persons if it is proved that:


The person received no benefit as a result of the transaction;



The person received the benefit in good faith;



The person had no reasonable grounds for suspecting that the Company was insolvent at the time,
or would become insolvent; and



A reasonable person in the person's circumstances would have had no such grounds for suspecting
insolvency.
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Our investigations to date have not identified any transaction where the Company was insolvent, and
accordingly, have not identified the existence of any uncommercial transactions.
Unfair loans (Section 588FD)
A loan is unfair if it is made to the Company and the interest or charges relating to the loan are
extortionate.
Our investigations to date have identified loans to Mr Butler that were charged:


At 6% p.a. simple interest rate up to 7 September 2018; and



At 12.5% p.a. compound interest rate post 7 September 2018.

We note that $2.5M of Mr Butler’s secured debt was assumed by the Purchaser on 7 September 2018, this
reduced the Company’s ongoing compound interest liability on $2.5M of the secured debt.
We have not identified the existence of any unfair loans.
Unreasonable director-related transactions (Section 588FDA)
A transaction can be set aside by a liquidator as an unreasonable director-related transaction of the
company if:


the transaction is a payment, conveyance, transfer or other disposition by the company of property of
the company, an issue of securities or the incurring by the company of an obligation to make such
payment, disposition or issue; and



the payment, disposition or issue is made to a director, a close associate of a director or a person on
behalf of the director, and



a reasonable person in the company’s circumstances would not have entered into the transaction
having regard to the benefits (if any) and detriments to the company of entering into the transaction.

Such a transaction may be voidable if it occurred within four years of the Relation Back Date. Further, a
transaction may be an unreasonable director-related transaction even if the company was solvent at the
time the transaction occurred.
Pursuant to section 588FDA(1)(c) of the Act, we consider whether or not a reasonable person in the
company’s circumstances would not have entered into the transaction, having regard to:


The benefits, if any, to the company of entering into the transaction; and



The detriment to the company of entering into the transaction; and



The respective benefits to other parties to the transaction of entering into the transaction; and



Any other relevant matter.

The timing of the test of the above factors applies at the time the transaction is entered into, rather than as
they existed at the time when the obligation was incurred (section 588FDA(2) of the Act).
As discussed in sections 4.3, 6.2.1 and 6.3 of the Report:
(a)

Assumption of REL’s liability by the Company – 21 November 2016
In the Loans Terms between Mr Butler and the Company dated 21 November 2016, the Company
assumed REL’s liability for Mr Butlers’ services performed on the RPS during the period 5 October
2013 to 16 September 2015 in the amount of $716.5K plus GST and interest, in return for, among
other things, Mr Butler agreeing to make advances to the Company from time to time until
30 June 2017 up to a maximum of $150K;

(b)

Grant of Biogreen Mortgage and Biogreen GSA to Mr Butler – 20 March 2017
On 20 March 2017, the Company granted Richard Butler the Biogreen Mortgage and Biogreen
GSA as security for the repayment of a previously unsecured debt (as well as all other amounts
owing from the Company to Mr Butler from time to time);
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(c)

Assumption of the Company’s liability by the Purchaser – 7 September 2018
$2.5M of Mr Butler’s loan to the Company, was then assumed by the Purchaser as part of the
initial consideration of the ASA dated 7 September 2018. Mr Butler’s loan post 7 September 2018
was accruing compound interest of 12.5%.

We provide the following comments on these three transactions.
(a)

Assumption of REL’s liability by the Company – 21 November 2016
At the time of the transaction, the benefit of entering into this transaction appears to be:


to retain the consultancy services of Mr Butler, and his knowledge of the RPS, to continue
with the sale process of the RPS. As detailed in section 8.6.2, the sales advert was
published on 29 November 2016;



to retain the services of Mr Butler to manage the Company, including to secure, preserve
and maintain the RPS during the sale process; and



to obtain a source of funding of up to $150K at a simple interest rate of 6%, which appears
to be a competitive interest rate for the risk associated with the Company.

In considering any detriment to the Company by associated with entering into this transaction, we
need to consider whether there were any other parties willing to fund the Company and manage and
conduct the sale process with similar knowledge and expertise, and on similar terms.
We understand Mr Maher was willing to provide finance on similar terms to transfer security from
REL to the Company for $710K plus interest at 15% and the loan advance would be secured by a
first ranking general security agreement and first ranking mortgage over the Land. We understand
the Company and Mr Maher did not reach an agreement on the funding terms proposed by Mr
Maher. This resulted in Mr Butler providing emergency funding to the Company. We are not aware
of any other financiers.
We note that Mr Butler has accrued interest on his unpaid contractor services from 5 October 2013
to 7 September 2018 at 6% pa. We understand that the REL Board of Directors may have resolved
to recognise Mr Butler’s contracting services, however, may have formed the view not to accrue
interest on these contracting services.
Commercially, in the event Mr Butler obtained a Judgement Debt against the Company, he may be
entitled to accrue interest on his secured charge, at the prejudgement interest rate of up to 6.75%.
This transaction appears to have been entered into with Management’s expectation that they would
be able to divest the RPS for a value in excess of the $716.5K (plus GST, plus interest), in the
interests of creditors and the Company’s shareholder, REL.
The respective benefits to other parties was the potential for a distribution. The emergency funding
provided by Mr Butler, assisted to provide the Company with the time required to maximise the
divestment of RPS for stakeholders. Whether the same finance could have been provided by
Mr Maher, at a lower interest rate, would require further investigations in the event of a liquidation of
the Company.
On balance, based on the Company’s books and records, and discussions with creditors, we have
not received any information of alternative finance being available, other than by Mr Butler, or
Mr Maher. Without financial support, and the efforts of Mr Butler, or a third party, to oversee the sale
process, the Company may have entered external administration earlier, without a sale, and no
return to creditors or REL.
(b)

Grant of Security to Mr Butler – 20 March 2017
The Biogreen Mortgage and Biogreen GSA each constituted a disposition of Company property to a
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director. Granting that security was a condition of Mr Butler’s ongoing financial support to the
Company. Given the importance of the finance to the Company, we consider that there were
benefits to the Company in granting the security in favour of Mr Butler. That being said, and given
that alternative finance may have been available from Mr Maher (admittedly also on a similarly
secured basis), the reasonableness or otherwise of the Company’s decision to grant Mr Butler
security could be investigated further by a liquidator were the Company to go into liquidation.
(c)

Assumption of the Company’s liability by the Purchaser – 7 September 2018
Under the priority of payments, secured creditors are afforded a higher priority than unsecured
creditors. Mr Butler’s claim was a secured claim. The key benefits of the Purchaser assuming
$2.5M of the liability to Mr Butler appear to be:


it facilitated the sale, because Mr Butler was prepared to release from his security the
assets the subject of the ASA; and



it transferred $2.5M secured debt, which is afforded priority over unsecured creditor claims,
off the Company’s balance sheet. This transfer on 7 September 2018, also ceased the
accrual of interest on this amount, which would otherwise have continued to increase the
secured debt amount and potentially diluted the return to unsecured creditors and REL.

Those benefits would need to be weighed against any detriment to the Company of entering into the
transaction documents.
On 7 September 2018, the Purchaser paid Mr Butler $400K of the $2.5M transferred debt. Between
11 September 2018 and 4 October 2018, Mr Butler made further loan advances to the Company of
$328.3K to meet ongoing holding expenses.
Under the terms of the Loan Agreement between Mr Butler and the Company dated 20 March 2017,
security is granted in favour of Mr Butler in the form of a general security interest over all of the
Company’s property and a mortgage over the Property.
(d)

Conclusion
Our investigations to date have identified that the:


Company’s assumption of $716.5K of REL’s liabilities to Mr Butler;



Company’s decision to grant the Biogreen Mortgage and Biogreen GSA to Mr Butler; and



Accrual of interest on Mr Butler’s outstanding employee entitles,

may represent unreasonable director-related transactions. These transactions require further
investigation prior to the adjudication and payment of any dividends to the secured creditor. These
investigations may reduce Mr Butler’s claim by $268.9K, for interest charged on employee
entitlements, and may impact on his security.
In this regard, we note that a secured creditor is only bound by a DOCA, in respect of its secured
claim, to the extent that the secured creditor actually votes in favour of the DOCA. Accordingly, and
to the extent Mr Butler is a secured creditor, he will not be bound by any DOCA approved at the second
creditors’ meeting unless he votes in favour of it and submits to the adjudication process. We note
that a condition precedent of the Proposed DOCA is for each Secured Creditor to vote in favour of the
DOCA.
Transactions with the purpose of defeating creditors (Section 588FE(5))
Such transactions are normally involved in the removal of assets such that they are not available to a
Liquidator to meet creditors' claims on a winding up. Such action usually involves concealment and may
amount to fraud.
Further and as noted above, to be voidable under s588FE, the transaction must also be an insolvent
transaction. Our investigations to date have not identified any transaction where the Company was
insolvent, and accordingly, have not identified the voidable transactions entered with the purpose of
defeating creditors.
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Discharging a debt of a related entity (Section 588FH)
We have not found evidence to date of a debt of a related entity having been discharged for no
consideration.

Offences
Directors and officers of a company have duties, obligations and responsibilities in relation to common law
and statute.
Corporations Act 2001
Our preliminary investigations have not identified any offences committed by the Director.
If a Liquidator is appointed, we consider that further investigations may be warranted. A Liquidator can
conduct a more thorough investigation and identify potential offences and recoveries, if any.
If a director breaches any duties, obligations and responsibilities, they may be subject to civil and criminal
penalties including:


compensation to the Company for damages resulting from the contravention;



fines (up to $200K);



imprisonment (up to 5 years); and



disqualification from managing corporations.

Other legislation
In addition to offences under the Act, directors and officers may commit offences in respect of the company
under other legislation, for example:


Taxation laws;



Trade Practices Act; and



Fair Trading Act.

As outlined in the Report, our investigations have identified outstanding tax liabilities of $258.7K. Of this
amount $250K relates to the GST on the initial sale consideration under the ASA dated 7 September 2018.
Other than the outstanding tax liabilities, we have not identified any other breaches of legislation.

Directors and officers insurance policy
A Directors and Officers Insurance Policy (“D&O Policy”) offers liability cover for company officers to
protect them from claims which may arise from the decisions and actions taken within the scope of their
regular duties. Such policies cover the personal liability of company directors and officers.
We understand the Company’s D&O Policy has lapsed. Further investigations are required to confirm the
status of any D&O Policy.

Directors’ personal financial position
Based on the quantum of the secured claims of the Director, and our view that there are no insolvent
trading claims against the Director, at the date of this Report we have not considered the Directors’
personal financial position.
Should a liquidator be appointed, and claims identified against the director in excess of his secured claim,
then the liquidator may undertake further investigations into the Directors’ personal financial position.

Public examinations
The Act provides that an 'eligible applicant', such as a liquidator, may examine officers of a company about
its 'examinable affairs' and any other person who may be able to provide information relating to such
affairs. 'Examinable affairs' is a comprehensive term with wide ranging application and includes:


the promotion, formation, management, administration or winding up of the company;
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other affairs of the company; and



the business affairs of a related company of the company insofar as they appear to be relevant to the
company or its affairs.

If the Court is satisfied that a summons for examination should be issued, the examinee is usually required
to produce at the examination any specified books that are in the person's possession and relate to the
corporation.
We do not believe there would be any material benefit to creditors in examining the Directors or other
possible persons of interest at this stage.

Reporting of offences to ASIC
Administrators are required to complete and lodge a report with ASIC pursuant to section 438D of the Act
where it appears that:


a past or present officer of a company may have committed an offence;



money or property has been misapplied or retained; or



a party is guilty of negligence, default, breach of duty or breach of trust in relation to a company.

Based on our investigations to date, we have not identified any matters requiring us to complete and lodge
a report with ASIC pursuant to section 438D of the Act. Accordingly, we do not intend to submit this report
to ASIC.
A liquidator is required to lodge a report of his findings with ASIC, pursuant to Section 533 of the Act.
Creditors should also be aware that any report lodged pursuant to section 438D (or an investigative report
lodged by a liquidator pursuant to Section 533 of the Act) is not available to the public.

Costs of investigations and pursuing recovery actions
Creditors should note that recovery actions:


may be expensive, lengthy and with uncertain outcomes;



should not be commenced unless defendants have the financial resources to satisfy any judgement
(this is often difficult to establish); and



must be funded by existing assets, creditor funding or external litigation funders (who are likely to
require a significant share of the proceeds of any judgement as a condition of funding the litigation).

Funding investigations and recoveries
Should creditors resolve that the Company be wound up and a liquidator be appointed, the liquidator is
able to realise assets of the Company to meet the costs of any recovery actions that may be available to
pursue.
In circumstances where the costs of recovery exceed the funds available, the liquidator may invite creditors
to consider whether it is commercial to pursue recoveries, and if so, provide funding to conduct further
investigations of the Company. Alternatively, a liquidator may seek external funding from a litigation funder
in exchange for a share of any recovered proceeds.
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Deed of Company Arrangement
A DOCA is a binding agreement between a company and its creditors setting out how a company's affairs will
be dealt with. It aims to maximise the chances of the company, or as much as possible of its business
continuing to exist, or providing a better return to creditors than would be achieved by winding up the
company. Creditors can vote that the Company execute a DOCA at the Second Meeting if one is proposed.
On 30 October 2018, Hunter Energy Pty Limited provided a DOCA proposal, which will provide creditors with
greater certainty on the balance of the sale consideration, the Accounts Receivable. The key terms of the
Proposed DOCA are detailed below.
The key terms of the Proposed DOCA are:


The creation of a Deed Fund of the same value as the ASA, except that four of the time-based
“Recommissioning Payments” payable by Hunter Energy to the Company under the ASA will be
brought forward, so that:
Instead of being due 6 months after the “RWC Date” the first recommissioning payment of $125K
will be bought, so that $65K will be paid prior to the Second Meeting, and $60K will be paid on
execution of the DOCA. These funds are refundable to Hunter Energy should creditors resolve
not to accept the DOCA proposal; and
If the DOCA is approved at the second creditors’ meeting and entered into, the ASA will be
amended to bring forward (by six months, in each case) the 3 remaining time-based
Recommissioning Payments which are presently due to be paid 12 months, 18 months and 24
months after the RWC Date.



The Administrator will be entitled to rely upon the right of indemnity provided in section 443D of the
Act to discharge the liabilities incurred by him on behalf of the Company and in relation to which he
has a personal liability from the Company's property and will use the Company's property to
discharge those liabilities; and



The funds would be distributed on the following basis:
First in payment of the Administrator's remuneration and deferred expenses (as defined in
section 556(2) of the Act);
Second in payment of the Deed Administrator's liabilities, expenses and remuneration;
Third in payment of admitted priority claims;
Fourth in payment in parri passu for ordinary unsecured creditors;
Fifth the sum of $10,000 to be retained by the Company as provision for winding up costs;
Sixth, any balance to be paid to the Company’s sole shareholder, REL.

A condition precedent of the DOCA is the secured creditor must vote in favour of the DOCA Proposal. In
addition, during the Deed Period, from execution to completion, a moratorium period is in place, which may
impact on creditors’ and the secured creditor’s ability to commence proceedings.
Assuming all time and performance-based milestones are met, and the Purchaser continues to comply with
the ASA, our investigations reveal that the Proposed DOCA will result in an estimated distribution of 100
cents in the dollar for unsecured creditors as detailed at Section 11, which is a superior outcome to a
liquidation – low case scenario.
The DOCA Proposal is a superior outcome to a liquidation, which is generally a more expensive process and
lengthy outcome than a DOCA. The DOCA provides greater certainty than the current ASA, which remains
available in a liquidation scenario.
Upon provision of the funds and creation of the Deed Fund the risk of a variation to the proposed distribution
of 100 cents in the dollar would appear to be limited to any increase in the value of the total creditors admitted,
and subject to administration costs. We have not identified during the course of the Administration any
significant unrecorded liabilities, other than any ATO liability on the ASA, we do not consider the risk of a
large variation in creditor claims as significant. We understand that funding for the Proponent Contribution
of $60K will be paid to KWM Trust Account prior to the Second Meeting.
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Estimated Return to Creditors
Detailed below is a comparison of the estimated returns to creditors under a DOCA scenario and a
Liquidation scenario.
Based on the assumptions detailed in the notes below, it is likely that there will be sufficient funds available
to pay a dividend to creditors. Any dividend will be contingent upon:


assets available under the ASA;



the quantum of any additional creditor claims, in particular the ATO;



the Liquidator being able to make any successful recoveries from voidable transactions, insolvent
trading or other claims; and



the costs of the administration and liquidation.

Estimated return to creditors
Description

Note

DOCA
Proposal
$

Liquidation
High
$

Liquidation
Low
$

Assets
Non-circulating assets
Assets subject to specific security interests
Total non-circulating asset realisations

6.2.1

-

Amount withheld

Amount withheld

5.2

-

Amount withheld

Amount withheld

6.2.1

(813,178)

Payment to secured creditors from non-circulating assets
Payments to secured creditors

-

(813,178)

Total payments

-

(813,178)

(813,178)

Net non-circulating asset realisations

-

Amount withheld

Amount withheld

79,089

79,089

Circulating asset realisations
Cash at bank and on trust

6.2.3

Accounts Receivable
Total circulating asset realisations

6.2.2

Amount withheld

Amount withheld

Amount withheld

Amount withheld

Amount withheld

Claims available to Liquidator
Voidable transactions
Total asset realisations

9

Not applicable

-

-

Amount withheld

Amount withheld

Amount withheld

Payments from circulating assets
Administrators' fees

13.1

110,497

110,497

110,497

Administrators' expenses

13.1

3,000

3,000

3,000

DOCA remuneration

13.2

220,000

Liquidators' remuneration

13.3

Legal expenses
Total payments from circulating assets
Funds available to priority creditors
Payments to priority creditors
Surplus for unsecured creditors
Unsecured creditor claims
Return to unsecured creditors
Cents in the dollar
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-

300,000

300,000

50,000

100,000

150,000

(383,497)

(513,497)

(563,497)

Amount withheld

Amount withheld

Amount withheld

(2,800)

(2,800)

Amount withheld

Amount withheld

Amount withheld

(1,477,671)

(1,477,671)

(1,477,671)

1,477,671

1,477,671

-

100.0

100.0

-

-
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Administrator’s Recommendation
Our opinion of each option available to creditors is discussed below.

Administration to end
As the Company is insolvent from 4 October 2018, and unable to meet its liabilities as and when they
fall due, we do not recommend that the Administration end without any arrangements that returns the
Company to solvency.
Accordingly, it is our opinion that it is not in creditors interests for the administration to end.

Creditors may resolve to Liquidation
Creditors may resolve to wind up the Company if it is insolvent and there is no benefit to creditors from
the execution of a DOCA. The appointment of a liquidator will end the moratorium imposed by our
appointment as Administrators.
Although in a winding up there are certain actions which may be brought by a liquidator, recoveries
pursuant to these actions are not guaranteed and would require investigation by a liquidator as to the
potential success of such actions and costs of bringing the actions.
However, we are of the opinion that the likely return to creditors from a winding up, is inferior on a time
basis and risk basis, to that of the Proposed DOCA.
Accordingly, we believe that it is not in creditors interests that the Company be wound up.

DOCA
As discussed in Section 10, Hunter Energy Pty Limited has submitted a proposal for the Company to
execute a DOCA. Our investigations reveal that, subject to all time and performance-based milestones
being met and the Purchaser complying with its obligations under the ASA, this will result in an
estimated distribution of 100 cents in the dollar for secured creditors, priority creditors and unsecured
creditors as detailed at Section 11. This distribution will be paid in a shorter timeframe than in a
liquidation scenario, and accordingly will provide greater certainty and be a superior outcome.
Further benefits to creditors from the proposed DOCA include but are not limited to:


Providing greater certainty to creditors, compared to the current ASA time-based milestones;



The return to creditors is provided considerably faster than that which would have been achieved in a
liquidation scenario (under the ASA); and



Avoids the costs of liquidation.

In our view, the Proposed DOCA provides a superior return to creditors than a liquidation, and
maximises the likelihood of performance-based milestones being achieved in order to pay creditors 100
cents in the dollar.
Accordingly, we recommend that it is in creditors interests for the Company to execute a DOCA.
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Remuneration
Administrators’ Remuneration
The Administrators are entitled to such remuneration as is fixed by resolution of creditors passed at the
meeting of creditors to be held on 8 November 2018, or at any adjournment of that meeting. If creditors
do not fix our remuneration, we can apply to the Court for an Order approving our remuneration.
The amount of our remuneration is calculated at the hourly rate charged by Wexted Advisors from time
to time. A schedule of hourly rates is attached to this Report.
We attach a remuneration report at Appendix D setting out the hours expended for the period from
4 October 2018 to 29 October 2018 ($80,497.20), and the estimate of hours from 30 October 2018 to
the date of the Second Meeting on 8 November 2018 ($30,000.00).
We estimate that the total remuneration for this period will be $110,497.20 (excluding GST, costs
incurred, out of pocket expenses, and legal expenses).

Deed Administrators’ Remuneration
If creditors resolve to accept the proposed DOCA and Joseph Hayes and Andrew McCabe are
subsequently appointed as Deed Administrators, we will be seeking approval from creditors for our
remuneration for the period from the Second Meeting until the DOCA is executed (estimated at $20,000)
and for the period that we act as Deed Administrators ($200,000), which we estimate at $220,000
(excluding GST and out of pocket expenses, and legal expenses) in total.
In this regard we enclose our remuneration report at Appendix D.

Liquidator’s Remuneration
In the event that creditors resolve to wind up the Company, and Joseph Hayes and Andrew McCabe of
Wexted Advisors are subsequently appointed as Liquidators of the Company, we will be seeking
liquidator's remuneration at the Second Meeting to a maximum of $300,000 (exclusive of GST and out
of pocket expenses, and legal expenses).
We note that the liquidation period may be in excess of a four year period, while the performance-based
milestones are achieved and funds received from the Purchaser, accordingly we have provided an
estimate of these future costs to completion.
Included in the attached Remuneration Report market at Appendix D is an estimate of the time and the
tasks taken to complete the liquidation.
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Enquiries
Should you have any enquiries please contact Natasha Spencer of this office on (02) 9210 1702 or by email
at insolvency@wexted.com.
Dated this 31st day of October 2018
Biogreen Energy Pty Limited (Administrators Appointed

J D Hayes
Joint and Several Administrator
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Appendix A.1
CORPORATIONS ACT 2001
Insolvency Practice Rules (Corporations)
75-25 & 75-150
APPOINTMENT OF PROXY
CREDITORS MEETING
BIOGREEN ENERGY PTY LIMITED
(ADMINISTRATORS APPOINTED)
ACN 608 060 984 (“the Company”)
*I/*We(1)
Of
being a creditor of the Company, appoint(2)
or in his or her absence
to vote for me/us on my/our behalf at the meeting of creditors to be held on 8 November 2018, or at any
adjournment of that meeting.
Please mark any boxes with an
Proxy Type:

X

General

Special

Resolution 1 – To consider and if thought fit pass the
following resolution (choose ONE of a, b or c):
a) “That the Company execute a Deed of Company
Arrangement (DOCA).”
b) “That the administration end.”
c) “That the Company be wound up and Joseph Hayes
and Andrew McCabe be appointed as Joint and Several
Liquidators of the Company.”
Resolution 2 – To consider and if thought fit, approve the
Administrators current remuneration from 4 October to 29
October 2018
"That the remuneration for the Administrators and their staff, for
the period of the administration from 4 October 2018 to 29
October 2018 is fixed at a sum equal to the cost of time spent
by the Administrators and their staff, calculated at the hourly
rates as detailed in the Initial Remuneration Notice of 5 October
2018 of fees equalling $80,497.20 plus GST, and that the
Administrators, subject to funds available, can draw the
remuneration immediately or as required."
Resolution 3 – To consider and if thought fit, approve the
Administrators future remuneration from 30 October 2018
to 8 November 2018
"That the future remuneration for the Administrators and their
staff, calculated at the hourly rate as detailed in the Initial
Remuneration Notice of 5 October 2018, for the period of the
administration from 30 October 2018 to 8 November 2018 is
fixed and approved up to a maximum cap of $30,000 plus GST

For

Against

Abstain

to be drawn only when incurred on a monthly basis, or as
required. Should a lesser amount be incurred, only the lesser
amount will be claimed. Should a greater amount be incurred,
further approval from creditors will be sought."
Resolution 4 – To consider and if thought fit, approve the
Deed Administrators future remuneration from 8 November
2018 to the execution of the DOCA (if applicable)
"That the future remuneration for the Administrators and his
staff, calculated at the hourly rate as detailed in the Initial
Remuneration Notice of 5 October 2018, for the period of the
administration from 8 November 2018 to the date of the
execution of the DOCA is fixed and approved up to a maximum
cap of $20,000, plus GST, to be drawn only when incurred
monthly or as required. Should a lesser amount be incurred,
only the lesser amount will be claimed. Should a greater amount
be incurred, further approval from creditors will be sought."
Resolution 5 – To consider and if thought fit, approve the
Deed Administrators future remuneration from execution of
the DOCA to finalisation (effectuation) of the DOCA (if
applicable)
''That the future remuneration for the Deed Administrators and
their staff, calculated at the hourly rate as detailed in the Initial
Remuneration Notice of 5 October 2018, for the period from
execution of the DOCA to finalisation (effectuation) of the DOCA
is fixed and approved to a maximum cap of $200,000, plus GST,
to be drawn only when incurred on a monthly basis or as
required. Should a lesser amount be actually incurred, only the
lesser amount will be claimed. Should a greater amount be
incurred, further approval from creditors will be sought."
Resolution 6 – To consider and if thought fit, approve the
Deed
Administrators
future
remuneration
from
commencement of the liquidation to completion of the
liquidation (if applicable)
"That the future remuneration for the Liquidators and their staff,
calculated at the hourly rate as detailed in the Initial
Remuneration Notice of 5 October 2018, for the period from
commencement of the liquidation to completion of the liquidation
is fixed and approved up to a maximum cap of $300,000 plus
GST to be drawn only when incurred on a monthly basis or as
required. Should a lesser amount be incurred, only the lesser
amount will be claimed. Should a greater amount be incurred,
further approval from creditors will be sought."
DATED this

day of

2018.

Signature

VA-B-024

CERTIFICATE OF WITNESS
This certificate is to be completed only if the person giving the proxy is blind or incapable of writing. The
signature of the creditor, contributory, debenture holder or member must not be witnessed by the person
nominated as proxy.
I, ...................................................................... of .................................................................................................
certify that the above instrument appointing a proxy was completed by me in the presence of and at the request
of the person appointing the proxy and read to him or her before he or she signed or marked the instrument.
Dated:
Signature of Witness:
Description:
Place of Residence:
*
Strike out if inapplicable
(1) If a firm, strike out "I" and set out the full name of the firm.
(2) Insert the name, address and description of the person appointed.
(1)

VA-B-024

Appendix A.2
FORM 535
CORPORATIONS ACT 2001
ACN 608 060 984

Subregulation 5.6.49(2)

FORMAL PROOF OF DEBT OR CLAIM (GENERAL FORM)
To the Joint and Several Administrators of Biogreen Energy Pty Limited (Administrators Appointed)
This is to state that the company was, on 4 October 2018 (1) and still is, justly and truly indebted to(2) (full name):

1.

.................................................................................................................................................................................
(‘Creditor’)
.................................................................................................................................................................................
of (full address)
for $ ................................................................................................. dollars and ................................................... cents.
Particulars of the debt are:
Date

2.

Consideration (3)
state how the debt arose

Amount $

GST included $

Remarks(4)
include details of
voucher
substantiating
payment

To my knowledge or belief the creditor has not, nor has any person by the creditor's order, had or received any manner
of satisfaction or security for the sum or any part of it except for the following: ..........................................................
Insert particulars of all securities held. Where the securities are on the property of the company, assess the value of
those securities. If any bills or other negotiable securities are held, specify them in a schedule in the following form:

Date

Drawer

Acceptor

Amount $ c

Due Date

I am not a related creditor of the Company (5)
I am a related creditor of the Company (5)
relationship:_______________________________________________
3A.(6)*
3B.(6)*

I am employed by the creditor and authorised in writing by the creditor to make this statement. I know that the debt was
incurred for the consideration stated and that the debt, to the best of my knowledge and belief, still remains unpaid and
unsatisfied.
I am the creditor's agent authorised to make this statement in writing. I know that the debt was incurred and for the
consideration stated and that the debt, to the best of my knowledge and belief, still remains unpaid and unsatisfied.

DATED this

day of

2018

Signature of Signatory....................................................................................................................................................................
NAME IN BLOCK LETTERS .........................................................................................................................................................
Occupation .....................................................................................................................................................................................
Address ..........................................................................................................................................................................................
See Directions overleaf for the completion of this form

OFFICE USE ONLY
POD No:
Date Received:

/

Entered into CORE IPS:
Amount per CRA/RATA

$

/

ADMIT (Voting / Dividend) - Ordinary

$

ADMIT (Voting / Dividend) – Preferential

$

Reject (Voting / Dividend)

$

Object or H/Over for Consideration

$

Reason for Admitting / Rejection
TOTAL PROOF

PREP BY/AUTHORISED
DATE AUTHORISED

/

$

/

VA-POD

Proof of Debt Form Directions
*

Strike out whichever is inapplicable.

(1)

Insert date of Court Order in winding up by the Court, or date of resolution to wind up, if a voluntary winding up.

(2)

Insert full name and address (including ABN) of the creditor and, if applicable, the creditor's partners. If prepared by
an employee or agent of the creditor, also insert a description of the occupation of the creditor.

(3)

Under "Consideration" state how the debt arose, for example "goods sold and delivered to the company between the
dates of .....................................................", "moneys advanced in respect of the Bill of Exchange".

(4)

Under "Remarks" include details of vouchers substantiating payment.

(5)

Related Party / Entity: Director, relative of Director, related company, beneficiary of a related trust.

(6)

If the Creditor is a natural person and this proof is made by the Creditor personally. In other cases, if, for example,
you are the director of a corporate Creditor or the solicitor or accountant of the Creditor, you sign this form as the
Creditor’s authorised agent (delete item 3A). If you are an authorised employee of the Creditor (credit manager etc),
delete item 3B.
Annexures

A.

If space provided for a particular purpose in a form is insufficient to contain all the required information in relation to a
particular item, the information must be set out in an annexure.

B.

An annexure to a form must:
(a)

have an identifying mark;

(b)

and be endorsed with the words:

i)

(c)

"This is the annexure of (insert number of pages) pages marked (insert an identifying mark)
referred to in the (insert description of form) signed by me/us and dated (insert date of signing);
and
be signed by each person signing the form to which the document is annexed.

C.

The pages in an annexure must be numbered consecutively.

D.

If a form has a document annexed the following particulars of the annexure must be written on the form:

E.

(a)

the identifying mark; and

(b)

the number of pages.

A reference to an annexure includes a document that is with a form.

VA-POD

Appendix B – Listing of creditors and summary of claims
No.

Creditor Name

Representative
name

Proof of debt Admitted voting
amount

amount

1

Redbank Energy Limited

Richard Butler

1,000,000.00

991,051.92

2

Richard Butler

Richard Butler

813,178.45

813,178.45

Phelbe Pty Ltd atf Kiewa

Simon Maher

767,854.00

55,000.00

3

Simon Maher

Simon Maher

233,670.36

30,000.00

5

Samantha Harris

Richard Butler

83,874.00

83,874.00

Phelbe Pty Ltd atf Rock

Simon Maher

69,829.82

-

Samuel Charles

54,275.56

TBC

7

Samuel Charles McGuiness

McGuiness
Dipendra Giri

Richard Butler

15,860.00

15,860.00

9

Ross Mehan

Richard Butler

12,800.00

12,800.00

10

Resolve Litigation Lawyers

Nicola Nygh

3,728.34

3,728.34

11

Mills Oakley

Chairperson

3,022.87

3,022.87

Richard Butler

2,750.00

2,750.00

Hi Speed Networking Pty
Limited

13

Abishek Shrestha

Richard Butler

2,500.00

2,500.00

14

Martin Dobson

Richard Butler

1,650.00

1,650.00

Beatty Legal

Senray Loy of

814.00

814.00

15

PKF

16

Messagelabs Pty Ltd

Richard Butler

660.00

660.00

17

Forestville Hire Pty Ltd

Richard Butler

385.00

385.00

Tech Labour & Contracting

Richard Butler

330.00

330.00

Richard Butler

206.80

206.80

18

813,178.45

Valley Family Trust

8

12

security held

River Super Fund

4

6

Value of

Pty Ltd

19

Douglas Powley

20

ASIC

-

-

21

Australian Taxation Office

-

-

22

Marsh Pty Limited

-

-

23

Singleton Council

-

-

3,067,389.20

2,017,811.38

Total

B - Creditor list

813,178.45
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Appendix C

Form 529
CORPORATIONS ACT 2001
Section 439A
Insolvency Practice Rules (Corporations)
75-10, 75-15 & 75-20
Notice of Second Meeting of Members and Creditors
BIOGREEN ENERGY PTY LIMITED (ADMINISTRATORS APPOINTED)
ACN 608 060 984 (“the Company”)

Notice is hereby given that the Second Meeting of Creditors of the Company will be held at 9.30am on
Thursday 8 November 2018 at King & Wood Mallesons, Level 61, Governor Phillip Tower, 1 Farrer
Place, Sydney.
Telephone conference facilities will be available at the meeting. The telephone number to call is
1800 062 923. Please note that pursuant to IPR section 75-35 if you wish to participate in the meeting
using such facilities you must provide notice not later than 4.00pm on Tuesday 6 November 2018.

AGENDA
1.

To receive a Report about the Company’s business, property, affairs and financial
circumstances.

2.

To receive a statement to creditors by one of the directors, explaining the circumstances
leading up to the Administration.

3.

To receive the report of the Administrator.

4.

Questions from creditors.

5.

For creditors to resolve:
a.
b.
c.

that the Company execute a Deed of Company Arrangement; or
that the administration should end; or
that the Company be wound up.

6.

To fix the remuneration of the Joint and Several Administrators.

7.

If the Company is to execute a Deed of Company Arrangement to fix the remuneration of
the Deed Administrator.

8.

If the company is wound up, to consider appointing a Committee of Inspection.

9.

If no Committee is appointed, to fix the remuneration of the Liquidators.

10.

If no Committee is appointed, to consider the destruction of the books and records at the
conclusion of the winding up.

11.

Any other business that may be lawfully brought forward.

Proxies to be used at the meeting should be given to the Administrators prior to the commencement of
the meeting. A creditor can only be represented by proxy or by an attorney pursuant to Insolvency
Practice Rules (Corporations) (IPR) 75-150 & 75-155 and if a body corporate by a representative
appointed pursuant to Section 250D.

Liability limited by a scheme
approved under Professional
Standards Legislation

1
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Creditors will not be entitled to vote at this meeting unless they have previously lodged particulars of
their claim against the company in accordance with IPR 75-85 and that claim has been admitted for
voting purposes wholly or in part by the Joint and Several Administrators.
DATED this 31st October 2018.

ANDREW MCCABE
JOINT ADMINISTRATOR
Wexted Advisors
Level 12,
28 O'Connell Street
Sydney NSW 2000
Telephone: (02) 9210 1700

Liability limited by a scheme
approved under Professional
Standards Legislation
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Declaration
We, Joseph Hayes and Andrew McCabe have undertaken a proper assessment of this remuneration claim
for our appointment as Joint and Several Administrators of Biogreen Energy Pty Limited in accordance with
the law and applicable professional standards. We are satisfied that the remuneration claimed is in respect
of necessary work, properly performed, or to be properly performed, in the conduct of the Administration.

Executive Summary
To date, no remuneration has been approved and paid in this administration. This remuneration report details
approval sought for the following fees:
Current remuneration approval sought:

Reference

Amount (excl. GST)

1. Voluntary Administration
Resolution 1
"That the remuneration for the Administrators and their staff,
for the period of the administration from 4 October 2018 to 29
October 2018 is fixed at a sum equal to the cost of time spent
by the Administrators and their staff, calculated at the hourly
rates as detailed in the Initial Remuneration Notice of 5
October 2018 of fees equaling $80,497.20 plus GST, and that
the Administrators, subject to funds available, can draw the
remuneration immediately or as required."
Resolution 2
"That the future remuneration for the Administrators and their
staff, calculated at the hourly rate as detailed in the Initial
Remuneration Notice of 5 October 2018, for the period of the
administration from 30 October 2018 to 8 November 2018 is
fixed and approved up to a maximum cap of $30,000 plus
GST to be drawn only when incurred on a monthly basis, or
as required. Should a lesser amount be incurred, only the
lesser amount will be claimed. Should a greater amount be
incurred, further approval from creditors will be sought."

3.1

$80,497.20

3.2

$30,000.00

Total - Voluntary Administration

$110,497.20

2. Deed of Company Arrangement (if applicable)
Resolution 3
"That the future remuneration for the Administrators and their
staff, calculated at the hourly rate as detailed in the Initial
Remuneration Notice of 5 October 2018, for the period of the
administration from 8 November 2018 to the date of the
execution of the DOCA is fixed and approved up to a
maximum cap of $20,000, plus GST, to be drawn only when
incurred monthly or as required. Should a lesser amount be
incurred, only the lesser amount will be claimed. Should a
greater amount be incurred, further approval from creditors
will be sought."

3.3

$20,000.00

Current remuneration approval sought:

Reference

Resolution 4
''That the future remuneration for the Deed Administrators and
their staff, calculated at the hourly rate as detailed in the Initial
Remuneration Notice of 5 October 2018, for the period from
execution of the DOCA to finalisation (effectuation) of the
DOCA is fixed and approved to a maximum cap of $200,000,
plus GST, to be drawn only when incurred on a monthly basis
or as required. Should a lesser amount be actually incurred,
only the lesser amount will be claimed. Should a greater
amount be incurred, further approval from creditors will be
sought."

Amount (excl. GST)

3.4

Total – Deed of Company Arrangement

$200,000.00

$220,000.00

3. Liquidation (if applicable)
Resolution 5
"That the future remuneration for the Liquidators and their
staff, calculated at the hourly rate as detailed in the Initial
Remuneration Notice of 5 October 2018, for the period from
commencement of the liquidation to completion of the
liquidation is fixed and approved up to a maximum cap of
$300,000 plus GST to be drawn only when incurred on a
monthly basis or as required. Should a lesser amount be
incurred, only the lesser amount will be claimed. Should a
greater amount be incurred, further approval from creditors
will be sought."

3.5

$300,000.00

Please refer to report section references detailed above for full details of the calculation and composition
of the remuneration approval sought.

Description of work completed/to be completed
Resolution 1
"That the remuneration for the Administrators and their staff, for the period of the administration from 4
October 2018 to 29 October 2018 is fixed at a sum equal to the cost of time spent by the Administrators and
their staff, calculated at the hourly rates as detailed in the Initial Remuneration Notice of 5 October 2018 of
fees equalling $80,497.20 plus GST, and that the Administrators, subject to funds available, can draw the
remuneration immediately or as required."
Company:

Biogreen Energy Pty Limited

Period from:

4 October 2018

Practitioner(s):

Joseph Hayes

Period to:

29 October 2018

Andrew McCabe

Firm:

Wexted Advisors

Administration
Type:
Task Area
Assets
Number of Hours: 4.2
Estimated Cost:
$2,520.00

Voluntary Administration
General Description
Debtors

Includes
Correspondence and meetings with Purhasor
Reviewing and assessing Asset Sale Agreement and
timing of Accounts Receivable

Stock

Reviewing stock values and accounting transactions
in Xero Accounting System

Task Area

General Description
Creditor Enquiries

PPSR Registrations

Creditor reports
Creditors
Number of hours: 96.6
Estimated Cost:
$42,533.20

Dealing with proofs of debt

Meeting of Creditors

Employees
Number of hours: 1
Estimated Cost: $315.00

Calculation of entitlements

Conducting investigation

Investigation
Number of hours: 51.2
Estimated Cost:
$26,914.00

Processing proofs of debt

Includes
Receive and follow up creditor enquiries via
telephone
Review and prepare correspondence to creditors and
their representatives via email
Numerous meetings and discussions with creditors
Review PPSR Search
Provision of PPSR request form to creditor
Notification of appointment to security interest
holders
Review security documentation
Preparing reports to creditors, investigation, meeting
and general reports to creditors, including the Initial
Report to Creditors on 5 October 2018 and preparing
the Administrators Report
Receipting and filing POD when not related to a
dividend
Reviewing POD’s and supporting workpaper for
meeting purposes
Preparation of meeting notices, proxies and
advertisements
Forward notice of meeting to all known creditors
Preparation of meeting file, including agenda,
certificate of postage, attendance register, list of
creditors, reports to creditors, advertisement of
meeting and draft minutes of meeting
Preparation and lodgement minutes of meetings with
ASIC
Respond to stakeholder queries and questions
immediately following the meeting
Reviewing former employee claims and company’s
books and records
Preparing and calculating former employees PAYG
Group Certificate for FY18
Collection of company books and records
Reviewing company's books and records
Review and preparation of company nature and
history
Conducting and summarising statutory searches
Preparation of comparative financial statements
Preparation of deficiency statement
Review of specific transactions and liaising with
directors regarding certain transactions
Preparation of investigation file
Preparation of correspondence to potential creditors
inviting lodgement of POD
Receipt, maintenance and adjudication of POD’s for
voting purposes at the creditor’s meetings
Request further information from claimants regarding
POD
Preparation of correspondence to claimant advising

Task Area

Administration
Number of hours: 22.6
Estimated Cost:
$8,215.00

General Description

Includes
outcome of adjudication
Discussions and meetings with creditors regarding
same
Document maintenance / file Filing of documents
review / checklist
File reviews
Updating checklists
Insurance
Correspondence with AJ Gallagher regarding initial
and ongoing insurance requirements
Bank account administration Preparing correspondence opening and closing
accounts
Requesting bank statements
ASIC Form 524 and other
Preparing and lodging ASIC forms including 505,
forms
5011 etc.
Correspondence with ASIC regarding statutory forms
ATO & other statutory
Notification of appointment
reporting
Planning/review
Discussions regarding status of administration

Resolution 2
"That the future remuneration for the Administrators and their staff, calculated at the hourly rate as detailed
in the Initial Remuneration Notice of 5 October 2018, for the period of the administration from 30 October
2018 to 8 November 2018 is fixed and approved up to a maximum cap of $30,000 plus GST to be drawn
only when incurred on a monthly basis, or as required. Should a lesser amount be incurred, only the lesser
amount will be claimed. Should a greater amount be incurred, further approval from creditors will be sought."
Company:

Biogreen Energy Pty Limited

Period from:

30 October 2018

Practitioner(s):

Joseph Hayes

Period to:

8 November 2018

Andrew McCabe

Firm:

Wexted Advisors

Administration
Type:
Task Area

Voluntary Administration
General Description
Creditor reports

Includes
Preparing report to creditors, investigation, meeting
and general reports to creditors
Finalising Administrators Report to Creditors
Dealing with proofs of debt Receipting and filing POD when not related to a
dividend
Reviewing POD’s and supporting workpaper for
meeting purposes
Creditors
Preparation meeting notices, proxies and
Number of hours: 61.9 Meeting of Creditors
Estimated Cost: $24,780
advertisements
Forward notice of meeting to all known creditors.
Preparation of meeting file, including agenda,
certificate of postage, attendance register, list of
creditors, reports to creditors, advertisement of
meeting and draft minutes of meeting
Chairing creditors meeting
Document maintenance/file Filing of documents
Administration
Number of hours: 5.0
review/ checklist
Updating checklists

Task Area
General Description
Estimated Cost: $5,220 ATO

Includes
Correspondence with ATO regarding creditors
meeting and proposed DOCA

Resolution 3
"That the future remuneration for the Administrators and their staff, calculated at the hourly rate as detailed
in the Initial Remuneration Notice of 5 October 2018, for the period of the administration from 8 November
2018 to the date of the execution of the DOCA is fixed and approved up to a maximum cap of $20,000, plus
GST, to be drawn only when incurred monthly or as required. Should a lesser amount be incurred, only the
lesser amount will be claimed. Should a greater amount be incurred, further approval from creditors will be
sought."
Company:

Biogreen Energy Pty Limited

Period from:

8 November 2018

Practitioner(s):

Joseph Hayes

Period to:

Execution of DOCA

Andrew McCabe

Firm:

Wexted Advisors

Administration
Type:

Deed Administration

Task Area

General Description
Includes
Dealing with proofs of debt Receipting and filing POD when not related to a
dividend
Corresponding with OSR and ATO regarding POD
when not related to a dividend
Attending to DOCA
Review of final DOCA
Creditors
Seeking legal advice as required
Number of hours: 61.9
Confirmation of terms and conditions being fulfilled
Estimated Cost: $17,780
Creditors Meeting
Preparing and lodging minutes of Creditors Meeting
Creditor Enquiries
Receive and follow up creditor enquiries via
telephone
Meetings and discussions with creditors and their
legal representatives
Document maintenance/file Filing of documents
review/ checklist
Updating checklists
Administration
Number of hours: 5.0
ASIC Form 524 and other Preparing and lodging ASIC forms including 505,
Estimated Cost: $2,220 forms
5011 etc.
Correspondence with ASIC regarding statutory forms

Resolution 4
''That the future remuneration for the Deed Administrators and their staff, calculated at the hourly rate as
detailed in the Initial Remuneration Notice of 5 October 2018, for the period from execution of the DOCA to
finalisation (effectuation) of the DOCA is fixed and approved to a maximum cap of $200,000, plus GST, to
be drawn only when incurred on a monthly basis or as required. Should a lesser amount be actually incurred,
only the lesser amount will be claimed. Should a greater amount be incurred, further approval from creditors
will be sought."
Company:

Biogreen Energy Pty Limited

Period from:

Execution of DOCA

Practitioner(s):

Joseph Hayes

Period to:

Effectuation of DOCA

Andrew McCabe

Firm:

Wexted Advisors

Administration
Type:
Task Area

Deed Administration
General Description
Debtors

Includes
Liaising
with purchaser and obtaining regular
Assets
updates
on the progress of recommissioning RPS,
Number of hours: 82.5
Estimated cost: $28,037
and timing updates on future payments
Creditor reports
Preparing and reporting to creditors on the ASA and
providing updates
Dealing with proofs of debt Adjudicating on creditor claims
Creditors
Receipting and filing POD when not related to a
Number of hours: 424.7
dividend
Estimated Cost:
Corresponding with OSR and ATO regarding POD
$130,841
when not related to a dividend
Committee of creditors
Convening and meeting with committee of creditors,
meetings
from time to time as required
Dividend procedures
Preparation of correspondence to creditors advising
of intention to declare dividend
Advertisement of intention to declare dividend
Obtain clearance from ATO to allow distribution of
company's assets
Dividend
Preparation of dividend calculation
Number of hours: 48.3
Preparation of correspondence to creditors
Estimated Cost: $18,692
announcing declaration of dividend
Advertise announcement of dividend
Preparation of distribution
Preparation of dividend file
Preparation of payment vouchers to pay dividend
Document maintenance/file Six-monthly administration review
review/ checklist
Filing of documents
File reviews
Updating checklists
Bank account administration Preparing correspondence opening and closing
accounts
Recording receipts and payments
Bank account reconciliations
ASIC Form 524 and other
Preparing and lodging ASIC forms including 505,
forms
524, 911 etc
Administration
Correspondence with ASIC regarding statutory
Number of hours: 58.1
forms
Estimated Cost: $22,430
ATO & other statutory
Notification of appointment Preparing BAS
reporting
Completing payment summaries as required for
former employees
Finalisation
Notifying ATO of finalisation
Cancelling ABN / GST / PAYG registration
Completing checklists
Finalising WIP
Planning / Review
Discussions regarding status of administration

Task Area

General Description
Includes
Books and records storage Dealing with records in storage
Sending job files to storage

Resolution 5
"That the future remuneration for the Liquidators and their staff, calculated at the hourly rate as detailed in
the Initial Remuneration Notice of 5 October 2018, for the period from commencement of the liquidation to
completion of the liquidation is fixed and approved up to a maximum cap of $300,000 plus GST to be drawn
only when incurred on a monthly basis or as required. Should a lesser amount be incurred, only the lesser
amount will be claimed. Should a greater amount be incurred, further approval from creditors will be sought."
Company:

Biogreen Energy Pty Limited

Period from:

8 November 2018

Practitioner(s):

Joseph Hayes

Period to:

Completion of Liquidation

Andrew McCabe

Firm:

Wexted Advisors

Administration
Type:
Task Area

Liquidation
General Description

Includes
Liaising
with purchaser and obtaining regular updates
Assets
Debtors
on
the
progress
of recommissioning RPS, and timing
Number of hours: 105.4
Estimated Cost: $35,433
updates on future payments
Receive and follow up creditor enquiries via
Creditor Enquiries
telephone
Maintaining creditor enquiry register
Review and prepare correspondence to creditors and
their representatives via facsimile, email and post
Correspondence with committee of inspection
members
Committee of creditors
Convening and meeting with committee of creditors,
meetings
from time to time as required
Preparing and reporting to creditors on the ASA and
Creditor reports
updates on the Proposed DOCA
Receipting and filing POD when not related to a
Creditors
Dealing with proofs of debt
dividend
Number of hours: 523.6
Estimated Cost:
Corresponding with OSR and ATO regarding POD
$165,354
when not related to a dividend
Preparation of meeting notices, proxy and
Meeting of Creditors
advertisements
Forward notice of meeting to all known creditors
Preparation of meeting file, including agenda,
certificate of postage, attendance register, list of
creditors, reports to creditors, advertisement of
meeting and draft minutes of meeting
Preparation and lodgement minutes of meetings with
ASIC
Respond to stakeholder queries and questions
immediately following meeting

Task Area

General Description

Includes
Preparation of correspondence to creditors advising
Dividend procedures
of intention to declare dividend
Advertisement of intention to declare dividend
Obtain clearance from ATO to allow distribution of
company's assets
Dividend
Preparation of dividend calculation
Number of hours: 55.1
Estimated Cost: $17,717
Preparation of correspondence to creditors
announcing declaration of dividend
Advertise announcement of dividend Preparation of
distribution Preparation of dividend file
Preparation of payment vouchers to pay dividend
Conducting investigation Collection of company books and records
Reviewing company's books and records
Review and preparation of company nature and
history
Conducting and summarising statutory searches
Preparation of comparative financial statements
Preparation of deficiency statement
Review of specific transactions and liaising with
directors regarding certain transactions
Liaising with directors regarding certain transactions
Preparation of investigation file
Lodgement of investigation with the ASIC
Preparation and lodgement of supplementary report if
required
Preparing brief to solicitor
Examinations
Liaising with solicitor(s) regarding examinations
Attendance at examination
Investigation
Reviewing examination transcripts
Number of hours: 173.7
Liaising with solicitor(s) regarding outcome of
Estimated Cost: $53,150
examinations and further actions available
Internal meetings to discuss status of litigation
Litigation / Recoveries
Preparing brief to solicitors
Liaising with solicitors regarding recovery actions
Attending to negotiations
Attending to settlement matters
Preparing statutory investigation reports
ASIC reporting
Preparing affidavits seeking non lodgements
assistance
Liaising with ASIC
Processing proofs of debt Preparation of correspondence to potential creditors
inviting lodgement of POD Receipt of PODs Maintain
POD register Adjudicating POD
Request further information from claimants regarding
POD
Preparation of correspondence to claimant advising
outcome of adjudication
Preparation of correspondence to creditors enclosing
Administration
Correspondence
Number of hours: 88.3
payment of dividend

Task Area
General Description
Includes
Estimated Cost: $28,346 Document maintenance/file First month, then 6 monthly administration review
Filing of documents
review/checklist
File reviews
Updating checklists
Correspondence with AJ Gallagher cancelling
Insurance
insurance requirements
Reviewing insurance policies
Correspondence with previous brokers
Preparing correspondence opening and closing
Bank account
accounts
administration
Requesting bank statements
Bank account reconciliations
Correspondence with bank regarding specific
transfers
ASIC Form 524 and other Preparing and lodging ASIC forms including 505,
524,911 etc
forms
Correspondence with ASIC regarding statutory forms
Notification of appointment
ATO & other statutory
Preparing BAS
reporting
Completing payment summaries
Notifying ATO of finalisation
Finalisation
Cancelling ABN / GST / PAYG registration
Completing checklists
Finalising WIP
Discussions regarding status of administration
Planning / Review
Dealing with records in storage Sending job files to
Books and records /
storage and destruction of records in due course
storage

Calculation of Remuneration
Please refer to the following attachments in support of the remuneration claims:
Task Area

General Description

Remuneration Resolution 1

4 October 2018 to 29 October 2018

Attachment
Reference
A1

Remuneration Resolution 2

30 October 2018 to 8 November 2018

A2

Remuneration Resolution 3

8 November to Execution of DOCA

A3

Remuneration Resolution 4

Execution of DOCA to effectuation of DOCA

A4

Remuneration Resolution 5

8 November to completion of Liquidation

A5

Statement of Remuneration Claim
Resolution 1
"That the remuneration for the Administrators and their staff, for the period of the administration from 4
October 2018 to 29 October 2018 is fixed at a sum equal to the cost of time spent by the Administrators and
their staff, calculated at the hourly rates as detailed in the Initial Remuneration Notice of 5 October 2018 of
fees equalling $80,497.20 plus GST, and that the Administrators, subject to funds available, can draw the
remuneration immediately or as required."

Resolution 2
That the future remuneration for the Administrators and their staff, calculated at the hourly rate as detailed in
the Initial Remuneration Notice of 5 October 2018, for the period of the administration from 30 October 2018
to 8 November 2018 is fixed and approved up to a maximum cap of $30,000 plus GST to be drawn only
when incurred on a monthly basis, or as required. Should a lesser amount be incurred, only the lesser amount
will be claimed. Should a greater amount be incurred, further approval from creditors will be sought."
Resolution 3
"That the future remuneration for the Administrators and their staff, calculated at the hourly rate as detailed
in the Initial Remuneration Notice of 5 October 2018, for the period of the administration from 8 November
2018 to the date of the execution of the DOCA is fixed and approved up to a maximum cap of $20,000, plus
GST, to be drawn only when incurred monthly or as required. Should a lesser amount be incurred, only the
lesser amount will be claimed. Should a greater amount be incurred, further approval from creditors will be
sought."
Resolution 4
''That the future remuneration for the Deed Administrators and their staff, calculated at the hourly rate as
detailed in the Initial Remuneration Notice of 5 October 2018, for the period from execution of the DOCA to
finalisation (effectuation) of the DOCA is fixed and approved to a maximum cap of $200,000, plus GST, to
be drawn only when incurred on a monthly basis or as required. Should a lesser amount be actually incurred,
only the lesser amount will be claimed. Should a greater amount be incurred, further approval from creditors
will be sought."
Resolution 5
"That the future remuneration for the Liquidators and their staff, calculated at the hourly rate as detailed in
the Initial Remuneration Notice of 5 October 2018, for the period from commencement of the liquidation to
completion of the liquidation is fixed and approved up to a maximum cap of $300,000 plus GST to be drawn
only when incurred monthly or as required. Should a lesser amount be incurred, only the lesser amount will
be claimed. Should a greater amount be incurred, further approval from creditors will be sought."

Remuneration recoverable from external sources
Not applicable.

Disbursements
Disbursements can be divided into two types:
Internal disbursements such as photocopying, printing and postage. These disbursements, if charged
to the Administration, would generally be charged at cost; though some expenses such as telephone
calls, photocopying and printing may be charged at a rate which recoups both variable and fixed costs.
The recovery of these costs must be on a reasonable commercial basis.
Externally provided services - these are recovered at cost. Examples of externally provided
disbursements include legal fees, travel or accommodation.
To date there have been no disbursements paid in this administration.
Future disbursements provided by our firm will be charged to the administration on the following basis:
Classification

Disbursements

Charges

Internal

Photocopying

$0.20 per copy

Printing

$0.20 per copy

Postage

Australia Post rates

Storage

$40 per box

Classification

External

Disbursements

Charges

Searches, couriers, advertising and ASIC
Lodgement fees

At cost

Professional services (non-insolvency) for specific
tasks that are properly incurred by independent
consultants

At a reasonable cost

Non-professional services incurred with a third party
in relation to work required

At a reasonable cost

Report on Progress of the Administration
Please refer to the Administrator's report to creditors dated 31 October 2018.

Summary of Receipts and Payments
Please refer to the Administrator's report to creditors dated 31 October 2018.

Queries
Creditors have the right to request further information from the external administrator if they wish to do so.
Please contact this office on (02) 9210 1700.

Information Sheet
The remuneration sheet guide "Approving Fees Guide to Creditors" can be accessed from the ASIC website.

A1: Remuneration Resolution 1
Remuneration for hours incurred for the period from 4 October 2018 to 29 October 2018
Task area

$/hour
(exc GST)

Total
actual
hours

Total
($)

Assets

Employee

Position

Joe Hayes

Partner

600

22.0

13,200

-

Andrew McCabe

Partner

600

52.3

31,400

4.2

David Russell

Manager

430

57.1

24,553

-

Andrew McCabe

Senior Analyst

315

18.6

5,869

Thomas Gilbert

Senior Analyst

315

9.0

2,835

Natasha Spencer

Junior Analyst

160

16.5

2,640

175.6

80,497.20

Subtotal (exc GST)
GST

hrs

Creditors
$

hrs

$

hrs

$

hrs

Admin

$

hrs

$

13.8

8,250

-

-

4.0

2,400

4.3

16.7

10,040

-

-

28.6

17,160

2.8

1,680

-

39.1

16,813

-

-

13.0

5,590

5.0

2,150

-

-

13.0

4,105

-

-

5.6

1,764

-

-

7.0

2,205

1.0

-

-

7.0

1,120

-

96.6

42,533.20

4.2

-

Investigations

Employees

2,520

2,520.00

1.0

315
-

-

2,550

-

-

-

1.0

315

-

-

9.5

1,520

22.6

8,215.00

315.00

51.2 26,914.00

315

526

8,049.72

Total remuneration (inc GST)

88,546.91

Average hourly rate (exc GST)

459

600

440

364

A2: Remuneration Resolution 2

Estimated future remuneration for the period from 30 October 2018 to 8 November 2018
Task area

$/hour
(exc GST)

Total
actual
hours

Total
($)

Assets

hrs

Investigations

$

hrs

$

hrs

Admin

Position

Joe Hayes

Partner

600

2.1

1,239

-

-

2.1

1,239

-

-

-

-

-

Andrew McCabe

Partner

600

10.0

6,000

-

-

8.3

4,956

-

-

-

-

1.7

David Russell

Manager

430

13.8

5,947

-

-

13.8

5,947

-

-

-

-

-

Thomas Gilbert

Senior Analyst

315

20.5

6,443

-

-

20.5

6,443

-

-

-

-

Natasha Spencer

Junior Analyst

160

64.8

10,371

-

-

38.7

6,195

-

-

-

-

26.1

4,176

111.2

30,000

-

-

83.3

24,780

-

-

-

-

27.8

5,220

GST

$

Employees

Employee

Subtotal (exc GST)

hrs

Creditors

$

hrs

$

-

1,044
-

3,000

Total remuneration (inc GST)

33,000

Average hourly rate (exc GST)

270

-

297

-

-

188

A3: Remuneration Resolution 3
Estimated future remuneration from 8 November 2018 to execution of the DOCA
Task area

$/hour
(exc GST)

Total
actual
hours

Total
($)

Assets

hrs

Investigations

$

hrs

$

hrs

Admin

Position

Joe Hayes

Partner

600

1.5

889

-

-

1.5

889

-

-

-

-

-

Andrew McCabe

Partner

600

10.6

6,376

-

-

7.4

4,445

-

-

-

-

3.2

David Russell

Manager

430

7.9

3,378

-

-

7.9

3,378

-

-

-

-

-

Thomas Gilbert

Senior Analyst

315

11.9

3,734

-

-

11.9

3,734

-

-

-

-

-

Natasha Spencer

Junior Analyst

160

35.1

5,623

-

-

33.3

5,334

-

-

-

-

1.8

289

67.0

20,000

-

-

61.9

17,780

-

-

-

-

5.0

2,220

GST

$

Employees

Employee

Subtotal (exc GST)

hrs

Creditors

$

hrs

$
1,931
-

2,000

Total remuneration (inc GST)

22,000

Average hourly rate (exc GST)

299

-

287

-

-

442

A4: Remuneration Resolution 4
Estimated future remuneration from execution of the DOCA to conclusion of the DOCA
Task area

$/hour
(exc GST)

Total
actual
hours

Total
($)

Assets
hrs

Creditors
$

hrs

Employees
$

hrs

Dividend

$

hrs

Admin

Employee

Position

Joe Hayes

Partner

600

34.0

20,374

9.3

5,607

10.9

6,542

-

-

6.2

$
3,738

hrs
7.5

$
4,486

Andrew McCabe

Partner

600

94.5

56,729

11.7

7,009

65.4

39,252

-

-

8.1

4,860

9.3

5,607

David Russell

Manager

430

97.4

41,869

13.0

5,607

60.9

26,168

-

-

10.4

4,486

13.0

5,607

Thomas Gilbert

Senior Analyst

315

122.5

38,598

13.4

4,206

83.1

26,168

-

-

11.9

3,738

14.2

4,486

Natasha Spencer

Junior Analyst

160

265.2

42,430

35.0

5,607

204.4

32,710

-

-

11.7

1,869

14.0

2,243

613.6

200,000

82.5

28,037

424.7

130,841

-

-

48.3

18,692

58.1

22,430

Subtotal (exc GST)
GST

20,000

Total remuneration (inc GST)

220,000

Average hourly rate (exc GST)

326

340

308

-

387

386

A5: Remuneration Resolution 5
Estimated future remuneration from 8 November 2018 to finalisation of the Liquidation
Task area

$/hour
(exc GST)

Total
actual
hours

Total
($)

Assets
hrs

Creditors
$

hrs

Investigations

Dividend
$

hrs

$

hrs

Admin

Employee

Position

$

hrs

Joe Hayes

Partner

600

42.1

25,276

11.8

7,087

13.8

8,268

3.0

1,772

8.9

5,315

4.7

$
2,835

Andrew McCabe

Partner

600

91.1

54,685

11.8

7,087

55.1

33,071

5.9

3,543

8.9

5,315

9.4

5,669

David Russell

Manager

430

192.5

82,783

20.6

8,858

111.5

47,953

11.1

4,783

32.1

13,819

17.1

7,370

Thomas Gilbert

Senior Analyst

315

245.3

77,256

16.9

5,315

136.5

42,992

12.9

4,075

57.4

18,071

21.6

6,803

Natasha Spencer

Junior Analyst

160

Subtotal (exc GST)
GST

375.0

60,000

44.3

7,087

206.7

33,071

22.1

3,543

66.4

10,630

35.4

5,669

946.0

300,000

105.4

35,433

523.59

165,354

55.06

17,717

173.66

53,150

88.34

28,346

30,000

Total remuneration (inc GST)

330,000

Average hourly rate (exc GST)

317

336

316

322

306

321

Appendix E

Insolvency information for directors,
employees, creditors and shareholders
ASIC has 11 insolvency information sheets to assist you if you’re affected by a company’s insolvency
and have little or no knowledge of what’s involved.
These plain language information sheets give directors, employees, creditors and shareholders a basic
understanding of the three most common company insolvency procedures—liquidation, voluntary
administration and receivership. There is an information sheet on the independence of external
administrators and one that explains the process for approving the fees of external administrators. A
glossary of commonly used insolvency terms is also provided.
The Insolvency Practitioners Association (IPA), the leading professional organisation in Australia for
insolvency practitioners, endorses these publications and encourages its members to make their
availability known to affected people.

List of information sheets
•

INFO 41 Insolvency: a glossary of terms

•

INFO 74 Voluntary administration: a guide for creditors

•

INFO 75 Voluntary administration: a guide for employees

•

INFO 45 Liquidation: a guide for creditors

•

INFO 46 Liquidation: a guide for employees

•

INFO 54 Receivership: a guide for creditors

•

INFO 55 Receivership: a guide for employees

•

INFO 43 Insolvency: a guide for shareholders

•

INFO 42 Insolvency: a guide for directors

•

INFO 84 Independence of external administrators: a guide for creditors

•

INFO 85 Approving fees: a guide for creditors

Getting copies of the information sheets
To get copies of the information sheets, visit ASIC’s website at
www.asic.gov.au/insolvencyinfosheets. The information sheets are also available from the IPA
website at www.ipaa.com.au. The IPA website also contains the IPA’s Code of Professional Practice
for Insolvency Professionals, which applies to IPA members.
Important note: The information sheets contain a summary of basic information on the topic. It is not
a substitute for legal advice. Some provisions of the law referred to may have important exceptions or
qualifications. These documents may not contain all of the information about the law or the exceptions
and qualifications that are relevant to your circumstances. You will need a qualified professional
adviser to take into account your particular circumstances and to tell you how the law applies to you.
© Australian Securities & Investments Commission, December 2008
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Appendix F

Creditor Information Sheet
Offences, Recoverable Transactions and
Insolvent Trading
Offences
A summary of offences under the Corporations Act that may be identified by the administrator:
180

Failure by company officers to exercise a reasonable degree of care and diligence in the exercise
of their powers and the discharge of their duties.
Failure to act in good faith.
Making improper use of their position as an officer or employee, to gain, directly or indirectly, an
advantage.
Making improper use of information acquired by virtue of the officer’s position.
Reckless or intentional dishonesty in failing to exercise duties in good faith for a proper purpose.
Use of position or information dishonestly to gain advantage or cause detriment. This can be a
criminal offence.
Performing or exercising a function or power as an officer while a company is under administration.
Contravening a court order against taking part in the management of a corporation.
Taking part in the management of corporation while being an insolvent, for example, while
bankrupt.
Acting as a director or promoter or taking part in the management of a company within five years
after conviction or imprisonment for various offences.
Dishonest failure to observe requirements on making loans to directors or related companies.
Paying dividends except out of profits.
Failure to keep proper accounting records.
Obstruction of an auditor.
Failure to comply with requirements for the preparation of financial statements.
Unauthorised dealing with company's property during administration.
Failure by directors to assist administrator, deliver records and provide information.
Failure to deliver up books and records to the administrator.
Failure to disclose property, concealed or removed property, concealed a debt due to the
company, altered books of the company, fraudulently obtained credit on behalf of the company,
material omission from Report as to Affairs or false representation to creditors.

181
182
183
184

198G
206A
206A, B
206A, B
209(3)
254T
286
312
314-7
437D(5)
438B(4)
438C(5)
590

Recoverable Transactions
Preferences
A preference is a transaction, such as a payment by the company to a creditor, in which the creditor receiving the
payment is preferred over the general body of creditors. The relevant period for the payment commences six
months before the commencement of the liquidation. The company must have been insolvent at the time of the
transaction, or become insolvent because of the transaction.
Where a creditor receives a preference, the payment is voidable as against a liquidator and is liable to be paid back
to the liquidator subject to the creditor being able to successfully maintain any of the defences available to the
creditor under the Corporations Act.

Uncommercial Transaction
An uncommercial transaction is one that it may be expected that a reasonable person in the company's
circumstances would not have entered into, having regard to:
•
•
•

the benefit or detriment to the company;
the respective benefits to other parties; and,
any other relevant matter.

AUSTRALIAN RESTRUCTURING INSOLVENCY & TURNAROUND ASSOCIATION

To be voidable, an uncommercial transaction must have occurred during the two years before the liquidation.
However, if a related entity is a party to the transaction, the period is four years and if the intention of the
transaction is to defeat creditors, the period is ten years.
The company must have been insolvent at the time of the transaction, or become insolvent because of the
transaction.

Unfair Loan
A loan is unfair if and only if the interest was extortionate when the loan was made or has since become
extortionate. There is no time limit on unfair loans – they only must be entered into before the winding up began.

Arrangements to avoid employee entitlements
If an employee suffers loss because a person (including a director) enters into an arrangement or transaction to
avoid the payment of employee entitlements, the liquidator or the employee may seek to recover compensation
from that person. It will only be necessary to satisfy the court that there was a breach on the balance of
probabilities. There is no time limit on when the transaction occurred.

Unreasonable payments to directors
Liquidators have the power to reclaim ‘unreasonable payments’ made to directors by companies prior to liquidation.
The provision relates to payments made to or on behalf of a director or close associate of a director. The
transaction must have been unreasonable, and have been entered into during the 4 years leading up to a
company's liquidation, regardless of its solvency at the time the transaction occurred.

Voidable charges
Certain charges over company property are voidable by a liquidator:
•
•
•

circulating security interest created within six months of the liquidation, unless it secures a subsequent
advance;
unregistered security interests;
security interests in favour of related parties who attempt to enforce the security within six months of its
creation.

Insolvent trading
In the following circumstances, directors may be personally liable for insolvent trading by the company:
•
•
•
•
•

a person is a director at the time a company incurs a debt;
the company is insolvent at the time of incurring the debt or becomes insolvent because of incurring the debt;
at the time the debt was incurred, there were reasonable grounds to suspect that the company was insolvent;
the director was aware such grounds for suspicion existed; and
a reasonable person in a like position would have been so aware.

The law provides that the liquidator, and in certain circumstances the creditor who suffered the loss, may recover
from the director, an amount equal to the loss or damage suffered. Similar provisions exist to pursue holding
companies for debts incurred by their subsidiaries.
A defence is available under the law where the director can establish:
•
•
•

there were reasonable grounds to expect that the company was solvent and they did so expect;
they did not take part in management for illness or some other good reason; or
they took all reasonable steps to prevent the company incurring the debt.

The proceeds of any recovery for insolvent trading by a liquidator are available for distribution to the unsecured
creditors before the secured creditors.

Important note: This information sheet contains a summary of basic information on the topic. It is not a substitute for legal
advice. Some provisions of the law referred to may have important exceptions or qualifications. This document may not contain
all of the information about the law or the exceptions and qualifications that are relevant to your circumstances.

Version: August 2017
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Appendix G

REDBANK	
  POWER	
  STATION	
  	
  
Plant	
  and	
  equipment	
  sale	
  
Opportunity	
  to	
  acquire	
  power	
  plant	
  and	
  equipment	
  	
  
Redbank	
  Power	
  Station	
  is	
  a	
  nominal	
  151	
  MW	
  base	
  load	
  power	
  station	
  which	
  
burnt	
  two	
  types	
  of	
  coal	
  based	
  fuels,	
  Beneficiated	
  Dewatered	
  coal	
  Tailings	
  and	
  
high	
  ash	
  run-‐of-‐mine	
  coal.	
  Due	
  to	
  a	
  cessation	
  of	
  operations,	
  an	
  opportunity	
  
now	
  exists	
  to	
  purchase	
  the	
  power	
  station's	
  physical	
  assets.	
  
Redbank	
  Power	
  Station	
  is	
  located	
  in	
  Warkworth,	
  ten	
  kilometres	
  west	
  of	
  
Singleton	
  in	
  the	
  Hunter	
  Valley	
  of	
  NSW.	
  

Expressions	
  of	
  interest	
  due	
  by	
  20	
  December	
  2016.	
  
To	
  obtain	
  further	
  information	
  please	
  contact	
  Richard	
  Butler	
  on	
  (02)	
  9386	
  4355	
  
or	
  by	
  email	
  on	
  richard.l.butler@gmail.com	
  
	
  
REDBANK	
  POWER	
  STATION	
  

Appendix H

Corporations Act 2001
Section 532(9)
CONSENT TO ACT AS LIQUIDATOR
Biogreen Energy Pty Limited (Administrators Appointed)
A.C.N 608 060 984
(“the Company”)

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN
In the event creditors pass a resolution for the Company to be wound up, at the second creditors
meeting on 8 November 2018, or any adjournment of that meeting, Andrew McCabe and Joseph Hayes
of Wexted Advisors, Level 12, 28 O’Connell Street, Sydney NSW 2000, hereby consent to act as Joint
and Several Liquidators of the abovementioned Company.
To the best of our knowledge we are not disqualified from acting as Joint and Several Liquidators of
the said Company by reason of the provisions of Section 532 of the Corporations Act 2001.

Dated this 31st October 2018

………………………………………………
Andrew McCabe

Liability limited by a scheme
approved under Professional
Standards Legislation

………………………………………………….
Joseph Hayes

